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One of the most significant research topics in computer vision is object detection. Most
of the reported object detection results localise the detected object within a bounding box,
but do not explicitly label the edge contours of the object. Since object contours provide
a fundamental diagnostic of object shape, some researchers have initiated work on linear
contour feature representations for object detection and localisation. However, linear contour
feature-based localisation is highly dependent on the performance of linear contour detection
within natural images, and this can be perturbed significantly by a cluttered background.
In addition, the conventional approach to achieving rotation-invariant features is to rotate
the feature receptive field to align with the local dominant orientation before computing the
feature representation. Grid resampling after rotation adds extra computational cost and in-
creases the total time consumption for computing the feature descriptor. Though it is not an
expensive process if using current computers, it is appreciated that if each step of the imple-
mentation is faster to compute especially when the number of local features is increasing and
the application is implemented on resource limited ”smart devices”, such as mobile phones,
in real-time.
Motivated by the above issues, a 2D object localisation system is proposed in this thesis that
matches features of edge contour points, which is an alternative method that takes advan-
tage of the shape information for object localisation. This is inspired by edge contour points
comprising the basic components of shape contours. In addition, edge point detection is
usually simpler to achieve than linear edge contour detection. Therefore, the proposed local-
isation system could avoid the need for linear contour detection and reduce the pathological
disruption from the image background. Moreover, since natural images usually comprise
many more edge contour points than interest points (i.e. corner points), we also propose
new methods to generate rotation-invariant local feature descriptors without pre-rotating the
feature receptive field to improve the computational efficiency of the whole system.
In detail, the 2D object localisation system is achieved by matching edge contour points
features in a constrained search area based on the initial pose-estimate produced by a prior
object detection process. The local feature descriptor obtains rotation invariance by making
use of rotational symmetry of the hexagonal structure. Therefore, a set of local feature de-
scriptors is proposed based on the hierarchically hexagonal grouping structure. Ultimately,
the 2D object localisation system achieves a very promising performance based on match-
ing the proposed features of edge contour points with the mean correct labelling rate of the
edge contour points 0.8654 and the mean false labelling rate 0.0314 applied on the data from
Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI). Furthermore, the proposed descriptors are
evaluated by comparing to the state-of-the-art descriptors and achieve competitive perfor-
mances in terms of pose estimate with around half-pixel pose error.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Detecting objects in unknown images while simultaneously localising the edge contours
(both internal and bounding) defining these objects is a challenging task in computer vi-
sion. A straightforward method to localise the object is matching edge contour points of the
object. Moreover, the features used to represent the edge contour points must be robust to
geometric transformations, such as rotations. To these ends, the main work of this thesis is
twofold: Firstly, an investigation into 2D object localisation based on matching edge con-
tour points. Secondly, the exploration of hierarchical feature extraction based on hexagonal
structures that have rotational symmetry.
1.1 Background
In the field of computer vision, interpretation of the environment by machine is arguably
one of the most important tasks required to achieve fully autonomous systems. Intelligent
machines are now required to be competent in visual interpretation tasks, such as object
recognition, categorisation, object tracking or navigation through the environment. Though
their vision systems are still far from being as competent as that of the human visual system,
computer vision researchers have been contributing to the endeavour of devising and con-
structing artificial vision systems for many decades and have achieved significant progress.
One of the most significant tasks in computer vision is object detection. Based on matching
distinctive features extracted from model images and unknown images, the object of interest
will be defined as whether it appears in the unknown image. The preferred detection result is
not only indicating the existence of the object, but also localising the edge contour positions
of the detected object in the image. Therefore, the object edge contours need to be labelled
to illustrate the existence and the pose of the object in the image. However, it is a challenging
problem in computer vision. Many object detection results only indicate the object of inter-
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est in a bounding box without giving the localisation of the object boundary contours [Viola
and Jones, 2004; Dollar et al., 2012; Shao et al., 2012]. Previously published research work
on object detection with localisation has reported integrating together a number of different
image processing techniques, such as contour detection, model learning [Ferrari et al., 2010],
and segmentation [Gu et al., 2009]. These processes could greatly improve the system capa-
bility of dealing with intra-class variations and image transformations, and help to localise
the object contours more accurately, though they are very expensive to compute in terms of
time consumption.
Feature extraction is one of the essential steps for visual interpretation of the environment.
It serves as a means of dimensionality reduction for complex data and is expected to rep-
resent the data well and facilitate the visual interpretation tasks listed above. Therefore,
many research investigations have been conducted into different feature extraction methods.
However, no single feature descriptor appears to be sufficiently generic to be applicable to
all types of image. Accordingly, the feature extraction process must always be tailored ap-
propriately to represent the critically distinctive properties of the image. Current research
investigations have focussed on capturing and representing the appearance information and
shape information exhibited by the object in an image and accordingly, these two dominant
features have been explored widely.
Appearance information is generally sampled by means of a local image patch which can
be centred at interest points, or extracted systematically at fixed locations on a grid, or even
extracted at random locations. The feature of the appearance information is usually a vector
descriptor characterising the statistical information of the region with certain robustness and
distinctiveness. Many of the state-of-the-art local feature descriptors are computed based on
the appearance information by distributing the oriented gradients in the local area into his-
tograms, such as the work in [Lowe, 2004; Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005; Dalal and Triggs,
2005; Tola et al., 2008]. With the requirement of real-time application, binary strings are in-
troduced to use the appearance intensity comparison to generate local features achieving
faster computation and less storage requirement without decreasing the feature distinctive-
ness [Calonder et al., 2010; Leutenegger et al., 2011].
Shape, as a significant feature to distinguish different objects, has also been researched ex-
tensively [Yang et al., 2008]. It could be generally divided into two categories to learn the
shape description: one is contour-based, and the other is region-based. However, many shape
features are developed by learning from the pure shape models. When it comes to natural
image processing, a well-performed edge contour detector is always needed to first outline
the object shape in the image. Inevitably, the cluttered background information and noise
will disturb the detection of the object shape structure.
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1.2 Motivation and Objective
Localising the position of an object accurately implies knowing the location of the object’s
bounding contours. Matching shape contour features between the model and test images
is a straightforward method to label the object contours. However, an object’s contours
could be distorted due to the interaction with edge points emanating from the background
(or indeed become fused with background edges), when the object is embedded in a cluttered
environment. Therefore, matching edge contour points rather than shape contours might be
an alternative method to localise the object successfully.
Many successful feature extraction approaches are based on sampling interest points, such
as corners, to allow features to be localised in two dimensions and also to reduce the com-
putational burden of representing key local patterns that are diagnostic for the object being
represented. A disadvantage of this approach however, is that many types of object contain
few or even no high-contrast corners defining characteristic appearance information specific
to the object or object class in question. Images of many man-made objects such as plates,
cups, or types of tool, fall into this category. In addition, to localise the object based on
matching edge contour points, there will necessarily be many more edges detected than cor-
ners, therefore the computational efficiency of the descriptor used to sample at edge locations
must be minimised for the approach to be computationally tractable. As a consequence, de-
veloping a robust general purpose feature descriptor that can cope with these situations could
be particularly significant in robot vision, or manufacturing context.
Accordingly, to advance the ability to represent the objects having few corners, this work
seeks to devise feature descriptors capable of capturing appearance information localised at
arbitrary edge contour pixels as opposed to only being located at high curvature edge con-
tours, i.e., corners. Moreover, in order to maintain computational efficiency, we also explore
rotationally symmetric descriptors sampled on the vertices and centre of a hexagon (some-
what similar to DAISY descriptor), as opposed to traditional rectilinearly sampled descrip-
tors. The use of hexagonal grids has been reported to implement low-level image processing
operations, such as edge detection [Vidya et al., 2009] and image alignment [Shima et al.,
2010]. It has been demonstrated that, compared to the image processing on a square grid,
processing on a hexagonal grid requires less computation and yields smaller quantisation er-
ror [Kamgar-Parsi et al., 1989]. Therefore, based on the related work of image processing on
hexagonal grid and the intrinsic advantages of a hexagon with sampling efficiency and con-
sistent connectivity, there would appear to be the potential to exploit the use of hexagonal
structures when devising local feature descriptors which are both distinctive and computa-
tionally efficient.
Inspired by the hierarchical nature of the primate visual cortex, hierarchical object represen-
tations have been subject to deep investigation and have achieved impressive classification
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performance in recent decades [Perrett and Oram, 1993; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999;
Serre et al., 2005; Bo et al., 2011]. A hierarchical structure could better capture the diagnos-
tic features of an object by representing the relatively larger parts of the object, which are less
likely to appear in other objects, and therefore be of more diagnostic value. A hierarchical
structure might also capture the spatial relationships between local, smaller, neighbouring
parts, which potentially comprise generic patterns appearing in many different objects and
therefore afford little diagnostic value. Representing an object by means of a hierarchically
grouped local feature mechanism allows the region size supporting the extracted feature to
be determined dynamically, which might potentially achieve better feature distinctiveness
than hand-crafted features extracted from regions with fixed size.
To these ends, a 2D object localisation system based on matching edge contour points is in-
vestigated in this thesis, motivated by the research of detecting and localising objects through
learning shape features. In addition, driven by the potential benefits that hexagonal structure
and hierarchical mechanism might potentially bring, this thesis also focuses on investigating
new local feature descriptors employing a hexagonal structure and a hierarchical grouping
mechanism. The hypothesis that the proposed descriptors could afford improved stability and
geometric invariance in visual processing is evaluated in the proposed 2D object localisation
system.
1.3 Overview of the General Approach
In this thesis, two different hexagonal grouping structures are introduced to generate the fea-
ture hierarchy with up to 3 levels, and they are illustrated in Figure 1.1. The main reason for
adopting the hexagonal structure is to take advantage of its sampling efficiency and consistent
connectivity. The symmetry of a hexagon in three directions can afford a better opportunity
to extract rotation-invariant features than that of a rectangle, which can only afford symmetry
in two directions. Consequently, a set of hierarchical feature descriptors is proposed in this
thesis based on the two hexagonal grouping structures with rotation-invariant properties.
Figure 1.2 illustrates an overview of the 2D object localisation system proposed in this the-
sis. It can be briefly divided into two sections: pose estimate and edge labelling. The initial
pose estimate is obtained by using Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [Torr and Mur-
ray, 1997] after the object detection process implemented by means of Generalised Hough
Transform (GHT) [Ballard, 1981]. In this case, any appropriate feature can be employed for
pose estimate, such as SIFT [Lowe, 2004]. Thereafter, the proposed local feature descriptors
extracted at edge contour points are employed to match and refine the pose estimate, based
on which, the edge features are utilised again to perform edge contour point matching and
finally label the object edge contours.
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Figure 1.1: Two different hexagonal grouping structures for generating hierarchical feature
descriptors. For each row, from left to right, the hexagonal structure changes from the first
level to the third level of the hierarchy.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the 2D object localisation system
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1.4 Major Contributions
The major contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:
• Two different kinds of hexagon-based hierarchically grouped structure (HHGS) are
introduced for local feature extraction, which demonstrates the potential benefits of
utilising hexagonal structures to improve machine cognitive abilities;
• A set of new hierarchical descriptors is generated based on the two HHGSs, which can
be used to represent local features extracted at both edges and corners;
• A new method to achieve rotation invariance for local feature descriptors is proposed
by utilising the rotational symmetry of the hexagonal structure, which can reduce the
total time consumption of computing rotation-invariant feature descriptors;
• An alternative method to utilise the shape information for 2D object localisation is
introduced to avoid the dependence on shape contour detection that can be perturbed
significantly by a cluttered background, by matching edge contour points within a
constrained search mechanism.
1.5 Thesis Organisation
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive
review of the related work of object detection and localisation, feature extraction, and image
processing on hexagonal grid. Chapter 3 describes an initial investigation of the hierarchi-
cal feature extraction process based on both rectangular and hexagonal structures. Chapter
4 proposes a new rotation-invariant hierarchical descriptor HexSHoG based on the hexag-
onal grouping structure and also introduces a 2D object localisation system. To improve
the time efficiency of computing the hexagon-based hierarchical feature descriptor, a set of
HexBinary descriptors is proposed based on the binary coding method in Chapter 5. Further-
more, Chapter 6 introduces an investigation into optimising the configuration of the feature
sampling structure and the parameters of the hexagon-based hierarchical descriptor. Finally,
Chapter 7 draws an overall conclusion along with the future work regarding the work pre-
sented in this thesis.
1.6 List of Publications
The work described in this thesis has been presented in the following publications:
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Background and Literature Review
This chapter represents work related to object detection and localisation which has been
explored extensively in recent decades, and still remains an active topic in the field of com-
puter vision. The majority of the object detection systems reported in the literature can only
indicate the approximate position of objects within an image, each object localised within a
”bounding box”. Recently reported research can localise objects more precisely in terms of
pixel labels, and is able to label the bounding edge pixels defining an object. As one of the
crucial steps in object detection and localisation, local feature extraction techniques, and
critically, feature representation methods, are also overviewed in this chapter. In addition,
the development of image processing techniques based on hexagonal sampling tessellations
is also discussed, since hexagonal geometry has inspired the construction of the new feature
descriptors proposed in this thesis.
2.1 Object Detection and Localisation
2.1.1 Object Detection
Object detection has been one of the most significant and challenging topics in computer
vision community. It is a crucial step for machines to understand the images and then lead to
further vision tasks. The main difficulty of recognising an object in the image is to deal with
the variation of the object appearance under different viewpoints, translations, rotations or
scales. It will be even more difficult when the object appears in a cluttered background, and
part of it is occluded. A large number of object detection approaches have been developed
in recent decades. The dominant approaches of them could be generally divided in two
categories: one is the sliding window method which was first introduced in [Rowley et al.,
1995] and always needs to train object models first; the other is the feature-based voting
system by using Generalised Hough Transform (GHT) [Ballard, 1981].
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Figure 2.1: Pedestrian detection result: the red rectangle indicates a pedestrian detected in
the region, and the green rectangle shows that no pedestrian appears in the covered area.
Sliding Window Detector
Sliding window detector has been widely used in many computer vision tasks, such as face
detection [Rowley et al., 1998; Viola and Jones, 2001, 2004; Zhang and Zhang, 2010], pedes-
trian detection [Papageorgiou and Poggio, 2000; Mohan et al., 2001; Dalal and Triggs, 2005;
Dollar et al., 2012] and car detection [Schneiderman and Kanade, 2000; Grabner et al., 2008;
Shao et al., 2012]. It considers all the sub windows of the image and makes a decision of
whether the sub windows contain the object through a classifier. The whole pipeline of using
sliding window detector could be summarised as the following steps:
• Training: A large set of m × n sub-windows is sampled from images which include
positive examples containing the object and negative examples without the object.
Features are computed in all the sampled sub-windows and a classifier is trained to
distinguish the positive examples and the negative examples;
• Detecting: A m × n sub-window slides across the whole unknown image, and each
generated sub-window is applied by the classifier to compute a score S of defining
whether the object appears in the sub-window;
• Defining: If S is bigger than the threshold T , the corresponding sub-regions in the
unknown image are the candidates to be defined as containing the object of interest.
Non-maximum suppression is employed to delete those heavily overlapped candidates
and keep the one having the highest score.
Sliding window method indicates the approximate location of the object in a bounding box
as shown in Figure 2.1. Since objects could appear in the image with different scales, the
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sliding window needs to search over different scales of the image. The object appearance
may also vary in the image because of the viewpoint changes, non-rigid deformations or the
intra-class variations. Therefore, deformable models of the objects are trained to deal with
the object variations in appearance, such as deformable template model [Cootes et al., 2001],
constellation model [Fergus et al., 2003] and pictorial structure model [Felzenszwalb et al.,
2010]. However, training models and classifying all regions from different scales are both
expensively computational processes.
Voting-based Detector
The initial Hough Transform was introduced to detect analytically defined shapes, such as
lines, circles [VC, 1962]. Then it was developed as Generalised Hough Transform (GHT) to
be able to detect arbitrary shapes using the principle of template matching [Ballard, 1981].
This is achieved by creating a R-table that records the information from the reference point
and the edge pixels. Each edge pixel casts a probabilistic vote for the object reference po-
sition in the test image. Then an accumulation matrix is built to show the vote distribution.
The peak in the matrix could be considered as the existence of the reference point of the
object in the test image. In recent decades, Hough-based detection has been widely used to
detect arbitrary objects. The voting elements are no longer restricted to edge pixels. Bound-
ary fragments [Opelt et al., 2006], distinctive points [Leibe et al., 2008], local patches [Leibe
et al., 2004; Okada, 2009] and regions [Gu et al., 2009] could also contribute to define the
object existence by GHT.
In Lowe’s paper [Lowe, 1999], Hough Transform is employed to recognise the object through
matching local features from the test image to the pre-stored features of the object models. A
four dimensional Hough space, which includes the parameters (x, y, σ, θ), is built to vote for
the object pose. (x, y) shows the feature’s location, and σ, θ denote the scale and orientation
of the feature, respectively. The affine transform between the matched points from the image


















m = S cosθ, (2.2)
n = S sinθ, (2.3)
where (x, y), (p, q) denote the point positions from the model image and test image, respec-
tively; (tx, ty) is the image translation; S is the image scaling, and θ is the image rotation.
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This equation can be used to describe all the matched points, and it can be conciser as:
B = Aw, (2.5)
where B and A are the point sets of matches from the test and model images, respectively. In
this equation, w is determined by the least-square solution that minimises the sum of squares
of the distance between the projected model locations and the corresponding test locations.
By using GHT, the work in [Lowe, 2004] pointed out that even occluded objects could also
be identified by only 3 matched features. Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [Fischler
and Bolles, 1981], as a well-known robust fitting method, can then be applied after GHT to
discard outlier features and use all the inlier features to define a more precise w.
One of the main objectives in this thesis is to localise the object with edge contours labeled,
which is based on the previously achieved detection result. The test dataset is comprised
of 2D images including objects without intra-class variation and scale changes. Therefore,
to better evaluate the sensitivity to rotation changes for the proposed feature descriptors, no
training process is required, and the voting-based detection method is employed directly to
produce the initial detection result in this thesis.
2.1.2 Object Localisation
Undoubtedly, knowing the exact object location after detection provides more valuable infor-
mation for deeper automatic understanding of the image. In most of the cases, the detected
object is localised in a bounding box [Lampert et al., 2008; Ikizler-Cinbis and Sclaroff, 2010;
Feyereisl et al., 2014], which can only indicate the approximate location of the object with-
out knowing the exact pose information. For instance, the detection method successfully
recognises a bird in the middle of the image, but gives no information about whether the bird
is flying or standing for a rest, which can be inferred from the accurate pose of the bird. In
recent years, some articles have demonstrated that their work can delineate the object posi-
tion more accurately with the edge contours labeled, such as the work in [Yu and Shi, 2003;
Gu et al., 2009; Hariharan et al., 2014].
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Object Localisation in A Bounding Box
Many different methods have been dedicated to localise the object in a bounding box. [Dalal
and Triggs, 2005] proposed HOG features to train a linear support vector machine (SVM)
classifier to localise humans. Based on HOG, [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] learned deformable
part-based models to localise variable object classes with latent SVM. [Ferrari et al., 2008]
employed the sliding window detector to classify the test class based on the local shape
features formed by chains of k adjacent, roughly straight contour segments (kAS). Most
of these systems of localising the object in a bounding box are achieved by using a binary
sliding window classifier, which is trained to scan over all the possible locations in the image,
and the predicted object is present in the sub-window.
Different from the above localisation systems with binary training process, [Blaschko and
Lampert, 2008] proposed a structure-output learning method specifically designed for opti-
mising the task of localisation and avoided to model the problem as a binary classification.
Based on this work, [Feyereisl et al., 2014] introduced a structured predication algorithm
with privileged information to improve the predictive models in training and consequently
improve the localisation accuracy. However, the benefit of using privileged information is
dependent on the number of training examples.
All these sliding window methods need exhaustive search, which results in expensive com-
putation. Some researches have been dedicated to reduce the computing load. [Lampert
et al., 2008] proposed Efficient Subwindow Search (ESS) based on branch-and-bound ap-
proach to find the globally maximal region with results equivalent to the exhaustive sliding
window search. [Yeh et al., 2009] introduced a data-dependent branch-and-bound formalism
to improve both the localisation accuracy and efficiency. [Serrano et al., 2013] proposed a
data-driven localisation method by transferring the bounding box of the most similar image
from the database. Each image was represented as a probability map consisted of patches
with scores computed based on the patch classifier. It avoided doing the sliding window
search by finding the nearest neighbour for the probability map, which dramatically reduced
the computing time of retrieval process.
A common limit the above-introduced methods have is to only indicate the approximate
position of the object in a bounding box. It is desired to segregate the object from the
image background, or illustrate the localised appearance of the object in the image. To this
end, the positions of the edge contours of the object are required to be well provided in the
localised result. A straightforward method to localise the object edge contours is to utilise the
shape information. Though some articles used edge contour features or segmentation results
to assist the detection task, they still did not give the detection result with edge contours
localised [Shotton et al., 2005; Schlecht and Ommer, 2011; Parkhi et al., 2011].
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Object Localisation with Edge Contours Labeled
To delineate the localised object more accurately, shape information of the target object has
been utilised in many articles. [Zhu et al., 2008] introduced a Contour Context Selection
framework for detecting objects in cluttered images. Shape context [Belongie et al., 2002]
was employed to characterise the control points those nearby the semantic contours. The one-
to-one correspondence matching between the semantic contours made the shape detection
more immune to the accidental alignment to the contours from the background. However,
the performance was quite sensitive to the semantic contour selection. [Heitz et al., 2009]
proposed an approach called Localising Object Outlines using Probabilistic Shape (LOOPS)
based on learning deformable shape models using landmarks on the outline of the object
shape. Therefore, the final localisation result was not represented by the real shape contours
of the target object, but by the produced shape outline. [Ferrari et al., 2010] extended their
early work by learning class models based on the local shape feature kAS and detecting class
instances in new images with boundaries localised. However, the final localisation result was
the output of the learned shape model, which was still not the localisation of the real shape
contours of the object.
Different from the above-introduced approaches, some articles proposed methods to localise
the object by cooperating segmentation techniques. [Borenstein and Ullman, 2002] pro-
posed a top-down class-specific segmentation protocol to identify the structure of an object
by means of high-level information, instead of using the image-based criteria. This method
segmented the object out from the background with the object boundaries delineated by
means of previously learned shape primitives, which was still not by the real object contours
from the test image. [Gu et al., 2009] introduced a recognition framework based on matching
regions, and utilised the segmentation result to recognise and segregate the object from the
image background. [Yang et al., 2012] dealt with object detection as a labelling or matching
problem between the object model parts and the test object parts. A correspondence graph,
which contained vertexes representing pairs of model segments and test segments, was con-
structed and optimised to a dominant sparse set by certain constrains, which finally labeled
the object segments in the test images. [Dai and Hoiem, 2012] improved the localisation of
detected objects by using the colour model, edge cues, and segment cues, based on the initial
localisation in a bounding box derived from Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [Felzenszwalb
et al., 2010]. A common step the above methods used is to learn object models in order to
deal with the intra-class variation or shape deformation of the object. Therefore, the final
localisation result is heavily dependent on the quality of the learned models. Moreover, It is
an expensively computational step for learning object models especially when the size of the
dataset is increasing.
Localising object with the shape delineated is a difficult research topic when the object is lo-
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calising in a cluttered image. Most of the localisation systems are implemented by utilising
shape contour features or segmentation techniques, which makes the localisation perfor-
mance heavily dependent on the shape contour detection result or the segmentation result.
Since shape information is essential to the object localisation, and edge points are the basic
components for the object shape, directly matching edge contour points rather than linear
shape contours can provide an alternative method to localise object accurately. Moreover,
there are so many factors affecting the final localisation result, such as intra-class variation or
shape deformation of the object, feature detection and representation, and feature matching.
Few articles propose object localisation system by firstly evaluating on images without intra-
class variation or shape deformation but with only affine transformations. In this thesis, a 2D
object localisation system is investigated based on matching edge contour points in a simple
situation, where the test object has no intra-class variation and shape deformation, but only
has 2D rotation changes, which could provide further insight of how the feature extraction
and matching techniques influence the localisation performance without regarding the model
learning step that is used to deal with intra-class variation or shape deformation.
2.2 Feature Extraction
As one of the most significant steps of object detection and localisation, feature extraction
techniques are overviewed in this section. In general, object features could be extracted
globally or locally for image processing. Global feature is generated as a reduced dimension
vector compared to the original image but represents the image information in a compact
way. It brings certain benefits for vision analysis such as image classification. However,
when it comes to the image containing occlusions or cluttered background around the target
object, the global feature will mis-represent the object information. Therefore, local features
achieve more attention because they can avoid such weakness as global features have. The
main work of this thesis is based on local features. Accordingly, the related work of local
feature extraction is overviewed in this section.
The first step of feature extraction is usually to decide where to extract the feature. They
could be rather sparsely sampled as most of the feature detectors do, or very densely sampled
at each local pixel of the image. These sparsely sampled features can be efficiently computed
and represent the object distinctively to complete further vision processes. However, for
certain cases, only using sparse features may not achieve desired results, such as analysing
objects which do not have enough distinctive interest points. These objects may not be
distinguished by the less representative features. Therefore, dense sampled features can be
the alternative choice to provide more information for vision tasks, though it results in more
expensive computation. In summary, whether to extract local features sparsely or densely is
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really dependent on the type of images and tasks.
2.2.1 Feature Representation
The ideal feature descriptors are desired to be distinctive and invariant to different kinds
of image variations, such as geometric and photometric transformations. In addition, they
also need to deal with noise and cluttered background interruption when it comes to natural
image processing. The simplest method to represent a feature is using the intensity value
of the feature position. However, the intensity value could be changed easily with different
illuminations and transformations of the image. Therefore, applying certain functions in
the neighbourhood of the feature position is a potential way to provide transform-invariant
feature descriptors. A significant number of local feature descriptors have been introduced in
recent decades. We will give an overview of the state-of-the-art descriptors, which could be
generally divided into two categories: histogram-based floating point descriptor and binary
descriptor.
Floating-point Descriptor
Many state-of-the-art local descriptors have been proposed based on histogram of local ori-
ented gradients. A simple overview of it is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Scale Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (SIFT), as a gold milestone in feature extraction area was first introduced in
[Lowe, 1999] and then extended in [Lowe, 2004]. It detects the feature points in the multi-
scale space constructed by Difference of Gaussian operator, and then a local patch around
the feature point with 16× 16 is defined to compute the feature descriptor. This patch is sub-
divided into 4× 4 subregions to accumulate the orientation histograms, which are weighted
by the gradient magnitude and then concatenated to form the descriptor vector. Due to its
impressive performance, SIFT has been a widely used benchmark and applied in many com-
puter vision tasks, such as object detection [Piccinini et al., 2012], image retrieval [Deselaers
et al., 2008], and object tracking [Zhou et al., 2009].
Based on SIFT, PCA-SIFT [Ke and Sukthankar, 2004] claimed to have faster matching and
higher accuracy in image retrieval performance than SIFT. Different from SIFT, PCA-SIFT
extracts a 41×41 patch centred on the feature point and computes the vertical and horizontal
gradient maps to generate the feature vectors. These vectors are then projected into the
eigenspace to achieve the final compact descriptor through Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) [Wold et al., 1987]. Both SIFT and PCA-SIFT are normalised by the vector magnitude
to reduce the feature sensitivity to illumination changes.
Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH) [Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005],
proposed as an extension to SIFT, computes the gradient distributions in a log-polar grid with
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Figure 2.2: An image patch is represented by a histogram of local oriented gradients.
3 bins in radial direction and 8 bins in angular direction. Then PCA is also implemented to
reduce the final descriptor dimensionality. The difference of the sampling grid between SIFT
and GLOH is shown in Figure 2.3. The evaluation performances show that GLOH does not
have better robustness and distinctiveness than SIFT.
In order to compute descriptors faster without sacrificing the performance SIFT achieves,
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) was proposed in [Bay et al., 2006]. The patch centred
around the feature point is subdivided into 4 × 4 subregions, in each of which a sum of
Haar wavelet responses in horizontal and vertical directions is computed efficiently through
integral images, and only a 4-dimensional descriptor is generated, which results in a 64-
dimensional descriptor for the whole patch and provides faster feature matching compared
to the 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor. [Agrawal et al., 2008] introduced a modified SURF
(M-SURF), whose feature region is firstly expanded and then subdivided into overlapped
subregions. The vector is weighted by a Gaussian function centred at the feature point, while
each wavelet response in the subregion is weighted first by a Gaussian function centred on the
subregion centre. Based on this way, M-SURF is claimed to have better ability to handle the
boundary effects. In [Alcantarilla et al., 2012], KAZE feature was introduced by combining
M-SURF with nonlinear diffusion filtering, in order to improve the localising accuracy of
features compared to the features generated based on Gaussian filtering.
Different from the above descriptors, some descriptors are proposed initially for specific
Figure 2.3: Sampling grids: the left is the Cartesian sampling grid in SIFT, redrawn from
[Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005], the right is the log-polar sampling grid in GLOH, redrawn
from [Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005].
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Figure 2.4: DAISY sampling structure: each circle indicates a Gaussian smoothed region,
and the centres of them are the sampling positions for computing DAISY, redrawn from [Tola
et al., 2008].
applications. [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] proposed Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
descriptors for human detection. The study showed that locally normalized HOG descriptor
achieved better performance for human detection compared to other existing feature descrip-
tors. It employed the edge orientation histogram like SIFT does, but computed on a densely
overlapped grid of uniformly spaced cells. [Tola et al., 2008] proposed another local im-
age descriptor named DAISY designed for dense wide-baseline matching purpose. It was
inspired by SIFT and GLOH, but computed densely and quickly at every single pixel with-
out degrading the feature robustness. The computational efficiency was improved through
replacing the weighted sums of gradient norms by convolutions of the original image with
quantised oriented derivatives of Gaussian filters. The sampling grid of DAISY is differ-
ent from the rectangular grid of SIFT. It uses a circular grid similar as GLOH but with 25
overlapped sampling locations as shown in Figure 2.4.
There are also some descriptors proposed based on the variations of the above-introduced
features [Chandrasekhar et al., 2009; Alcantarilla et al., 2012]. However, all of those de-
scriptors are almost extracted in the same pipeline as shown in Figure 2.5, which was first
concluded by [Winder and Brown, 2007] then analysed more deeply in [Brown et al., 2011],
where the framework of generating such patch-based local descriptors was concluded as
following 4 blocks:
• G-block, an optional step in a pre-processing stage to smooth the input patch with a
Gaussian kernel;
• T-block, a step to transform the smoothed patch by linear or non-linear operations and
give the elements of the feature vector;
• S-block/E-block, a stage to provide a parametric pooling of accumulating weighted
vectors from the previous stage and concatenating them to form the patch descriptor,














Figure 2.5: Processing stages for the generic descriptor algorithm, redrawn from [Winder
and Brown, 2007].
or a non-parametric pooling by projecting the vectors into a certain eigenspace and
then achieving more robust descriptor with less dimensions;
• N-block, the final stage with normalising the descriptor to remove the dependency on
image contrast, and sometimes it can be followed by another E-block.
In the above framework, the candidate algorithms can be cast into the corresponding blocks
with learned optimised parameters to generate robust and distinctive feature descriptors. All
the above-introduced descriptors computed based on this framework have been proved to
have high quality performances in many computer vision applications. However, they will
suffer from the expensive computation when they are required to serve the real-time appli-
cation on smart devices with a huge number of descriptors. Therefore, fast computing with
low storage requirement is preferred for local feature descriptors.
Binary Descriptor
With the requirement of computing feature descriptors faster, binary coding method is em-
ployed for patch-based descriptors. Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF)
[Calonder et al., 2010] is such a binary string descriptor, which contributes to better effi-
ciency of computing, matching and storage without decreasing the recognition performances
compared to SURF and U-SURF on certain public datasets. It is constructed based on the
pairwise comparisons of intensity in an image patch without considering rotation and scale
changes. The similarity between the descriptors is efficiently computed by Hamming dis-
tance rather than L2 norm distance. The binary intensity test τ for constructing the binary
string descriptor is defined on patch p of size S × S by:
τ (p;x, y) =
{
1 if p (x) < p (y)
0 otherwise,
(2.6)
where p(x), p(y) are the Gaussian smoothed pixel intensities at point x and y, respectively.
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2i−1τ (p; xi, yi) . (2.7)
Based on BREIF, some variations of it are proposed to cope with more complicated applica-
tions. D-BRIEF [Trzcinski and Lepetit, 2012] achieves the compact binary descriptor with
only 32 bits by thresholding coordinates in the more discriminative subspace, which is sim-
ilar as the space projection in [Strecha et al., 2012]. Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF
(ORB) [Rublee et al., 2011] is a scale and rotation-invariant version of BRIEF. The scale
invariance is achieved by detecting FAST features [Rosten and Drummond, 2005] at each
level of the multi-scale pyramid image. The intensity centroid is employed to measure the
key-point orientation, which is used to generate the steered BRIEF. A learning step is also
processed to pick out the elements of pairs with high variance as the discriminative features.
To provide better immunity to rotation and scale changes for the binary descriptor, Binary
Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) [Leutenegger et al., 2011] is generated from
the region centred on the keypoint in a more generally sampled pattern, which has something
similar to DAISY. The sampling pattern is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The sampling points are
smoothed by a Gaussian with the standard deviation proportional to the distance between
the points on the respective circle. By using the same feature detection method as BRISK,
[Alahi et al., 2012] proposed Fast Retina Keypoint (FREAK) descriptor based on a fast reti-
nal sampling pattern illustrated in Figure 2.6. The exponentially changed kernel size for
each sampled point provides more overlapped fields, which could bring more information
and discriminative power for the key-point descriptor.
Figure 2.6: Left : BRISK sampling pattern with N = 60 points, reproduced from [Leuteneg-
ger et al., 2011]. Right: FREAK sampling pattern which is similar to the retinal ganglion
cells distribution, reproduced from [Alahi et al., 2012]
Different from the above-introduced binary descriptors, Local Difference Binary (LDB)
[Yang and Cheng, 2012] computes binary bits not only from the pixel intensity compar-
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isons but also from the gradient comparisons. The image patch is regularly divided into a set
of grids, then the average intensity and gradient in x and y directions are compared between
each two grids, respectively. Therefore, one pair of grids produces a 3-bit vector. Like many
other descriptors, the gradient information in LDB is computed after Gaussian smoothing,
which inevitably results in the loss of object boundary information. To preserve more infor-
mation of the object boundaries for feature extraction, [Alcantarilla et al., 2013] proposed the
rotation and scale invariant descriptor Accelerated-KAZE by combining the modified LDB
descriptor with the non-linear scale space with low requirements of computation and storage.
From floating-point descriptors to binary descriptors, local feature extraction has been greatly
developed in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. However, the size of feature recep-
tive field always needs to be defined first to compute the distinctive local information. In the
real world, there are many cues for a human being to recognise an object from an image, such
as pixel intensities, edge contours, local patterns, a semantic structure or the whole shape of
the object. Only focusing on a small part of the object limits the contribution of other useful
information for object recognition. A large number of key-points from the images can be
detected and represented as feature descriptors, but they might capture the local information
that is too generic and can be easily detected in different objects. As in Figure 2.7, two dif-
ferent objects share a generic pattern which is covered by the red square, and the pattern is
repetitive in each object. Using the above overviewed features to represent the pattern cannot
help to distinguish the two different objects. However, if the local pattern size is increased
to be as big as the blue squares in Figure 2.7, the pattern in the blue square can be distinc-
tive enough to make the two objects distinguished. Therefore, hierarchical mechanism with
changing the feature receptive field dynamically is an effective method to avoid pre-defining
a fixed size of the feature receptive field, based on which the sampling feature may not be
distinctive.
Figure 2.7: A generic pattern shared by different objects.
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2.2.2 Feature Hierarchy
Extracting local features hierarchically is expected to utilise more valuable information from
different levels to complete computer vision tasks. [Epshtein and Ullman, 2005] proposed an
automatically extracted feature hierarchy based on the top-down mechanism. A big patch of
the image is extracted first as the top level feature fragment (e.g. the face of a person), then
the face fragment is broken down successively into different smaller components (e.g. eyes,
lips, nose). This process is repeated until these fragments cannot be decomposed any more
(e.g. eye corner, eyelid, eye pupil). It is a recursively decomposing process for object initial
extracted features. Based on this method, they developed a a semantic hierarchy to repre-
sent the appearance of object parts and their statistical dependencies from different levels
[Epshtein and Ullman, 2007]. The semantic hierarchy is shown as in Figure 2.8. Similarly,
[Kokkinos and Yuille, 2009] also proposed a top-down hierarchy by decomposing the object
into parts, breaking the parts into contours, and partitioning the contours into straight edge
segments. Accordingly, a parsing tree is constructed with the root showing the whole object
structure and the leaves depicting the edge tokens. [Porway et al., 2010] extended this hier-
archical structure to the application of scene understanding. These top-down methods could
provide detailed interpretation between the subparts of the feature hierarchy. However, a
relatively big patch of the image needs to be localised first as the initial root of the hierarchy,
which makes the top-down hierarchy difficult to construct in cluttered images.
Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of a semantic hierarchy, represented from [Epshtein and
Ullman, 2007].
Different from the top-down hierarchy, the bottom-up hierarchy could provide the analysis
of the image from a local small part of the image, which can be easier to extract in a dense or
sparse grid. Hyperfeatures [Agarwal and Triggs, 2006] is one of such hierarchical features.
The image is treated as a collection of separate fragments, and the spatial co-occurrence of
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these fragments is utilised to improve the feature distinctiveness. The low level fragments
are extracted densely using the first order statistical features with histograms, then the de-
scriptor is vector quantised by the learned codebook. Consequently, a histogram of the code
distribution over a local neighbourhood is accumulated to generate a higher level feature
which is defined as hyperfeatures. The limitation of this feature hierarchy is that the final
feature descriptor has missed information of the spatial relationship between the neighboured
patches. [Leonardis and Fidler, 2011] introduced a hierarchical representation of objects for
visual recognition and detection. Gabor filter is used to describe the local oriented edges,
and the image is transformed into a list of parts, which is represented by the vector with
position, orientation and the parameters denoting the principal axes of an elliptical Gaussian
that encodes the variance of the position around the parts. The local parts in lower layer
are combined into larger units in manner of spatially flexible composition. The architecture
of the hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 2.9. This method encodes the spatial information
between the local parts as the feature descriptor. However, the step to learn shape models in
each layer of the hierarchy is computationally expensive.
Figure 2.9: Hierarchical compositional representation of object categories, represented from
[Leonardis and Fidler, 2011].
In addition, there are also some hierarchical object representation models constructed based
on deep learning algorithms. [Lee et al., 2008, 2009, 2011] proposed methods for hierarchi-
cal representation all based on the deep belief network [Hinton et al., 2006], in which the
feature hierarchy is constructed by layer-wise progressive training: each layer of the hierar-
chy is a learned representation consisting of a set of functions mapping from the previous
layer. [Yang and Yang, 2011] proposed a deep learning model termed as Hierarchical Model
with Sparsity, Saliency and Locality (HSSL). It utilises three steps to build up the hierar-
chical representation: sparse coding, saliency pooling and local grouping of each layer of
the hierarchy. It is claimed to be more generically applied to different vision tasks, because
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the sparse coding is directly from images in an unsupervised data-driven manner, which is
different from [Yang et al., 2009] using sparse coding and max pooling in a spatial pyramid
matching structure based on hand-crafted descriptors. [Bo et al., 2011] proposed hierarchi-
cal kernel descriptors to compute image-level features in a recursive process. [Bo et al.,
2010] generated hierarchy of kernel descriptors by aggregating spatially nearby patch-level
features, which are learned by transforming pixel attributes using match kernels.
These deep learning-based methods to construct the feature hierarchy have great potential to
learn stable and faster local features. However, they also have limits in common at current
stage: The system always needs a large number of images to train, which is computationally
expensive. Besides, it is not certain that the learned system can also work for images from
completely different domains. To develop the capability of machine visual perception, it is
essential to understand clearly each step of the learning process, however, it is difficult to
interpret what the deep learning system has exactly done during the learning step. Therefore,
in this thesis, a feature hierarchy is constructed by grouping local patches in a simple but
effective mechanism to generate distinctive local feature descriptors.
2.2.3 Orientation Assignment of the Local Features
The conventional method to achieve rotation invariance of local features is to align the feature
receptive field with its dominant orientation. Therefore, one of the key factors of achieving
rotation invariance is to compute the local dominant orientation. The common approaches to
computing the local dominant orientation could be concluded as follows:
SIFT method: Firstly, SIFT [Lowe, 2004] computes the local gradient magnitude M and
orientation O at each pixel p(x,y) of a local region in the Gaussian smoothed image G:
M(x, y) =
√
(G(x+1,y)-G(x-1,y))2 + (G(x,y+1)-G(x,y-1))2, (2.8)
O(x, y) = arctan(G(x,y+1)-G(x,y-1)/G(x+1,y)-G(x-1,y)). (2.9)
Then an orientation histogram is formed by distributing all the orientations in the local region
into 36 bins. Each Orientation O(x,y) added to the histogram is weighted by its magnitude
M(x,y), which has been Gaussian weighted by a circular window covered over the region.
The highest peak of the histogram and up to three other local peaks (within 80% of the
highest peak) are fitted by a parabola to refine the peak accuracy, which then is used as the
local dominant orientation.
SURF method: In SURF [Bay et al., 2006] method, the Haar wavelet responses in x and y
directions are calculated within a circular neighbourhood around the key-point and weighted
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Figure 2.10: SURF orientation assignment [Bay et al., 2006]. The vector represents the
wavelet response in x and y directions at each pixel in the neighbourhood.
by a Gaussian window. The wavelet response at each pixel in the neighbourhood is repre-
sented as a two dimension vector. A sliding orientation window of size pi
3
as shown in Figure
2.10 is used to sum up all the vectors in its range and generates a long orientation vec-
tor. Compute all the long orientation vectors of all the sliding windows through the circular
neighbourhood and define the longest one as the dominant orientation of the key-point.
Intensity centroid: This method was initially analysed in [Rosin, 1999] and then employed













A vector is constructed from the key-point centre to the centroid, and the orientation of this
key-point is determined as:
θ = atan2(m01,m10). (2.12)







(pj − pi) · Ij − Ii‖pj − pi‖2 , (2.13)
where p is the position vector of the sampling points in the local patch around the key-point.
S is a set of sampling pairs with certain spatial distance and N is the number of pairs in S.
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I is the Gaussian smoothed intensity value of the sampling point. Then the local dominant
orientation is defined as:
θ = atan2(g(y),g(x)). (2.14)
The above four introduced methods are the dominant methods to compute the local dominant
orientation for local features. The method employed to compute the local dominant orienta-
tion is usually selected in accordance with the method used to represent the local descriptor.
For example, SIFT method is always employed by orientation histogram-based descriptors
and binary string-based descriptors are often coupled with BRISK method. Computing the
dominant orientation is an important step to achieve rotation-invariant feature descriptors, as
it influences the tolerance of local features to rotation changes. In this thesis, with the new
feature descriptors proposed, the new method to compute the local dominant orientation will
also be introduced.
2.3 Image Processing on Hexagonal Grid
Digital image processing on hexagonal grid could be traced back to 1960s. Though the tradi-
tional method to do digital image processing is based on square grid, in human visual system,
the rods and cones in the fovea are arranged in roughly hexagonal topology [M.H.Pirenne,
1967; Curcio et al., 1987; Hubel et al., 1995], which attracts great attention to analyse digital
images in hexagonal grid. However, the device for image acquisition and visualisation is
not currently commercially available. This is the main reason to limit the development of
machine vision processing on hexagonal grid.
Though the conventional acquisition sensors and display devices are based on square grid,
there still many researchers proposed methods to resample the image from the square sam-
pled grid onto a hexagonal grid. [Hartman and Tanimoto, 1984] generated each pixel in the
hexagonal grid by averaging the two vertically adjacent square pixels. [Her and Yuan, 1994]
tested different interpolation methods to generate a pseudo-hexagonal grid on a regular rect-
angular grid device. [Watson and Ahumada Jr, 1989] constructed a hexagonal orthogonal-
oriented pyramid based on the affine relationship between the square and hexagonal struc-
tures. [Overington, 1992; Fitz and Green, 1996] employed the idea ’Brick wall’, which is
an approximation to the hexagonal grid, achieved by shifting half a pixel for each pixel in
alternate rows on the square grid. Researchers have never stopped trying different meth-
ods to construct the hexagonal grid from the square grid with better visualisation and less
quantisation error of the image [Van De Ville et al., 2002, 2004; Finckh et al., 2014].
The intrinsic advantages of using hexagonal grid to represent images are concluded in the
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Figure 2.11: In the square grid, the pixel has two types of distance from the neighbours to it,
while in the hexagonal grid, all the pixel neighbours have the same distance to the pixel.
paper [He and Jia, 2005]. Hexagonal grid has high sampling efficiency, which needs fewer
sampling points and less computation time compared to square grid when equal image infor-
mation is maintained [Mersereau, 1979]. It also has consistent connectivity with each neigh-
bour of a hexagonal pixel having equal distance to the pixel, while for each pixel in square
grid, there are two types of distance between the neighbours to the pixel, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.11. [Kamgar-Parsi et al., 1989] developed mathematical tools to estimate quantisation
error in hexagonal sensory configurations, and yielded smaller quantisation error compared
to the square configuration. Though there are three possibilities for the regular tiling in the
2D plane: a hexagon, a square, and a triangle, the hexagon provides the maximum number
of symmetries. The high symmetry of hexagon also brings better angular resolution, which
makes the image lose less information when it is rotated compared to the same rotation on
the square grid.
These advantages of representing images on hexagonal grid have motivated people to re-
search more about image processing on hexagonal structure. [Vidya et al., 2009] imple-
mented various edge detection techniques based on square grid and hexagonal grid. The
performance analysis indicated that edge detection based on hexagonal grid achieves better
results and visual appeal of images compared to that on square grid. [Gardiner et al., 2008]
proposed a multi-scale hexagonal gradient operator exclusively designed for images repre-
sented on hexagonal grid. [Shima et al., 2010] compared image alignment performances
between on square lattices and on hexagonal lattices, and got better results with respect to
accuracy and success rate on hexagonal lattices. [He et al., 2007] computed Local Binary
Pattern for human detection on hexagonal structure, and achieved more efficient and accu-
rate results than those on square structure. [Middleton and Sivaswamy, 2006] introduced a
comprehensive work by developing a framework of hexagonal image processing and studied
specific issues in the framework. These promising applications and the intrinsic advantages
of the hexagonal structure inspire the hierarchical feature extraction work in this thesis.
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2.4 Summary and Discussion
This chapter reviewed the related work of object detection and localisation, feature extrac-
tion, and image processing based on hexagonal grid. The main goal of this thesis is to
localise objects with edge contours labeled, which is a critical requirement for many im-
age analysis and robotics applications, such as image retargeting and robot grasping. The
straightforward method to localise the object edge contours is to match linear edge contours
detected from the image. However, this would rely greatly on the ability to extract such
linear bounding contours consistently and reliably. Defining edge contours belonging to the
object of interest is a challenging research problem, especially when the object is embedded
in a cluttered background, where many false contours from the background could disturb the
detection and recognition of the bounding contours. If a detected contour segment contains
edge points partly comprising the desired object and partly comprising noise or background
clutter, this contour will be either partially labeled incorrectly or perhaps not labelled at all.
To reduce this phenomenon, a 2D object localisation system with the edge contours labeled
is proposed in this thesis by matching 2D image features sampled at all edge contour points,
rather than matching only linear edge contours. This is inspired by that edge contour points
are the key indicators of the presence of object shape contours, and they are also simpler to
obtain than linear edge contours. Accordingly, local feature descriptors sampled at the edge
contour points are also investigated in this thesis.
Many state-of-the-art local feature descriptors are able to achieve rotation invariance by pre-
rotating the feature receptive field to align with the local dominant orientation. Therefore,
several different methods to compute the local dominant orientation have been investigated
in the community. No matter which method is used to compute the local dominant orienta-
tion, rotating the feature support region according to the dominant orientation is an essential
step to endow the feature descriptor with rotation invariance. It is not a computationally ex-
pensive process to rotate and resample the rectangular grid regarding the processing ability
of current computers. However, it is of course increasing the computing time proportionately
with the number of features extracted in the image. Accordingly, computational efficiency
will be an issue when features are extracted at edge locations which are always many more
than corner locations and of course when features are sampled on uniform dense grids. In
addition, due to the growing requirement to process images with high resolution in real-time,
reducing the time consumption of each step when generating a feature descriptor would be
valuable. To this end, new sampling structures and new descriptor formulations of local fea-
tures with rotation invariance are also investigated in this thesis. Inspired by the improved
sampling efficiency and angular resolution of the hexagonal grid, as compared to the square
grid, a set of local descriptors is proposed in this thesis based on the hexagonal structure to
achieve rotation invariance. Moreover, a feature hierarchy is constructed to provide more
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distinctiveness to the local features.
The next chapter will present an initial investigation of the local feature descriptor based
on a hexagonal structure in combination with a hierarchical grouping mechanism. This re-
search represents the underlying work, on which the subsequent research of this thesis into
generating rotation-invariant feature descriptors using hexagonal structures is based.
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Chapter 3
Initial Investigation of Hierarchical
Feature Representation Based on
Hexagonal Grouping Structure
This chapter sets out to give an initial investigation of the hierarchical feature representa-
tion based on hexagonal grouping structure. Since images are displayed on square grid, a
straightforward method to construct a hierarchical feature descriptor is to employ the rect-
angular grouping structure. Therefore, a local hierarchical feature descriptor is generated
based on the hexagonal grouping structure and compared to that computed based on the
rectangular grouping structure. The evaluation of the proposed descriptor is implemented
by using images from both the Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI) dataset and our
newly collected natural images. With this initial investigation, the hierarchical feature rep-
resentation based on hexagonal grouping structure is acknowledged as a potential approach
to distinctive local representations of the object for computer vision tasks.
3.1 Motivation and Objective
Motivated by the biological visual system, representing an object in a hierarchical structure
has been a common approach to characterising the object from locally to globally. As re-
viewed in the previous chapter, the feature hierarchy has different definitions in different lit-
eratures. In this thesis, the definition of hierarchy is related to the bottom-up grouping mech-
anism, which generates higher level features by increasing the patch size in a grouping mech-
anism to include more information into the feature descriptor. This hierarchically grouped
feature descriptor serves two underlying objectives: firstly, the conventional method to de-
fine the feature region with a fixed hand-configured size is avoided and instead, the higher
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level grouping is driven by the underlying data in a recursive way; secondly, constructing a
descriptor by a recursively grouped vector, which is generated by relatively smaller ”base”
descriptors, allows the descriptors to be matched in a coarse-to-fine strategy and deals with
objects with part occlusion.
Digital images are conventionally displayed on the square grid, which directly leads to the
rectangular grouping mechanism for generating a hierarchical descriptor. In this chapter,
in order to give an initial investigation of the hierarchical descriptor constructed based on
the hexagonal grouping structure, a hierarchical feature descriptor generated based on the
rectangular grouping structure is also computed. The histogram of oriented gradients (HoG)
descriptor of a local patch is employed to cooperate with the two grouping structures, because
it has been demonstrated to have the good property of capturing local appearance information
well in many published articles, such as [Lowe, 2004; Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005; Dalal
and Triggs, 2005; Tola et al., 2010]. Therefore, two grouping structures cooperated with
HoG descriptor are explored to generate two hierarchical feature descriptors in this chapter.
The property of the hexagonal grouping structure is then analysed through comparing the
evaluation performances of the two descriptors applied for local feature matching.
3.2 Hierarchical Feature Extraction
In this section, the steps of generating two hierarchical feature descriptors based on rectan-
gular grouping structure and hexagonal grouping structure are thoroughly described. The
evaluation performance of their application to local feature matching will be described in the
next section.
3.2.1 Feature Detection
Extracting distinctive features from parts of the object is always the first process to analyse
the object. Choosing proper features can improve the accuracy and efficiency for computer
vision tasks. A large number of feature detectors have been developed and could be roughly
divided into two categories: sparse feature detector and dense feature detector. Many sparse
feature detectors, such as corner detectors and edge detectors, have demonstrated their fast
computation and good performance for vision analysis, but sometimes they might loose in-
formation which is quite important for the object analysis, while dense feature detectors can
capture more information but loose the time efficiency. In this work, feature detection is
not in the investigation scope. Since the core work of this chapter is to investigate new fea-
ture descriptors, corner detector as a common and well-performed technique is selected for
the initial feature detection, which gives sparse sampling positions showing where to extract
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Overlapped sampling of local patches; (b) A single HoG covers the patch
centred at the red key-point, where the 9 blue points are the neighbours with 3-pixel chess-
board distance to the red key-point, and the circle is the Gaussian kernel size for extracting
HoG descriptor in this patch.
feature descriptors. Harris corner detector [Harris and Stephens, 1988] is employed in this
chapter because of its wide application and good performance.
3.2.2 Feature Representation
RecHoG Descriptor
Grouping a local patch with its nearest neighbours is the direct way to cast space informa-
tion into local features. Finding 8 nearest neighbours to construct a rectangular grouping is
the most convenient method. Some local features such as HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005]
and DAISY [Tola et al., 2008] apply overlapped sampling between neighboured patches to
achieve more stable groupings. In this case, the overlapped patch sampling prevents the in-
formation missing especially at corners. As Figure 3.1 (a) shows, the blue squares are the
basic sampling patches over the image containing the pattern of an arrow. If the patches were
sampled with every patch-size shift, the angle information of the pattern would be missing.
Therefore, an overlapped sampling method is needed to capture the angle information as
in the red patch. Accordingly, a hierarchical feature descriptor is generated in this chapter
based on the overlapped rectangular grouping structure combining with HoG representation
and is termed as RecHoG.
The details of constructing RecHoG are described as follows: for a detected key-point, its 8
neighbouring points, each of which is 3 pixels away in terms of chessboard distance from it,
are recorded as patch centres. Then 9 patches which are centered at the 9 centres including
the key-point are extracted with size of 7 × 7 shown as in Figure 3.1 (b). These parameters
are decided according to the empirical results from the published work in [Dalal and Triggs,
2005; Calonder et al., 2010]. HoGs of the 9 patches are computed and then concatenated
to generate the level 1 rectangularly grouped feature descriptor RecHoG1. This process is
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level	  1	  RecHoG	  (RecHoG1)	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  2	  RecHoG	  (RecHoG2)	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  3	  RecHoG	  (RecHoG3)	  
0	   1	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   8	  
Figure 3.2: Hierarchical structure of the rectangularly grouped feature descriptor RecHoG.
The 9 red points are the sampling positions of the rectangular grouping. Each circle repre-
sents a gaussian weighted patch represented by HoG descriptor.
described as shown in Algorithm 1. Then level 2 grouping descriptor RecHoG2 is generated
by concatenating RecHoG1 descriptors of the 9 centres. As a consequence, the higher level
feature descriptor based on the rectangular grouping structure is recursively constructed in
the way described in Algorithm 2. The recursive grouping structure is illustrated in Figure
3.2. At each level of the hierarchy, the final feature descriptor is normalised by its magnitude
to achieve the robustness to illumination changes.
Algorithm 1 Level 1 Construction of RecHoG
< Px0, Py0 >: RecHoG centre, i.e., interest point location
< Pxi, Pyi > (i ← 1...8): eight neighbours with d-pixel away in terms of chessboard
distance from < Px0, Py0 >, respectively
for i← 0 : 8 do
Construct HoGi at point < Pxi, Pyi >
end for
RecHoG1← Normalize(HoG0, HoG1, ..., HoG7, HoG8)
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Algorithm 2 Recursive Construction of Higher Level RecHoG
< Px0, Py0 >: RecHoGLevelt centre, i.e., interest point location
< Pxi, Pyi > (i ← 1...8): eight neighbours with d-pixel away in terms of chessboard
distance from < Px0, Py0 >, respectively
for i← 0 : 8 do





There are 9 patches sampled for the first level of RecHoG, and more patches are computed
with the level increasing. Considering to reduce the computing complexity but without de-
creasing the feature distinctiveness, the hexagonal grouping structure is employed. As re-
viewed in Chapter 2, hexagonal grid needs fewer sampling points and less computation time
to represent equal image information compared to square grid. The consistent connectivity
with equal distance from the pixel to each neighbour also brings more rotation invariance.
Therefore, a hierarchical feature descriptor based on the hexagonal grouping structure is
introduced to combine with HoG descriptor and termed as HexHoG.
The method to generate HexHoG is similar to that of RecHoG. For a detected key-point, 6
points, each of which is 3 pixels away from the key-point in terms of Euclidean distance, are
computed as vertexes of a hexagon centred at the key-point. Two of the hexagon vertexes
are on the horizontal direction. Then 7 patches centred at the hexagon centre and vertexes
are extracted respectively with the size of 7 × 7 as shown in Figure 3.3. Therefore, the
first level descriptor HexHoG1 is generated by concatenating 7 HoGs and the higher level
descriptor of HexHoG is constructed recursively by concatenating 7 lower level descriptors
of HexHoG based on the hexagon structure. The main difference between RecHoG and
HexHoG is the grid structure of the sampling positions: one is rectangle while the other is
hexagon. The level 1 and higher level constructions of HexHoG are described in Algorithm
3 and Algorithm 4, respectively.
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level	  1	  HexHoG	  (HexHoG1)	  
Level	  2	  HexHoG	  (HexHoG2)	  
Level	  3	  HexHoG	  (HexHoG3)	  




Figure 3.3: Hierarchical structure of the hexagonally grouped feature descriptor HexHoG.
The 7 red points are the sampling positions of the hexagonal grouping. Each circle represents
a gaussian weighted patch represented by HoG descriptor.
Algorithm 3 Level 1 Construction of HexHoG
< Px0, Py0 >: HexHoG centre, i.e., interest point location
< Pxi, Pyi > (i ← 1...6): six neighbours with d-pixel away in terms of Euclidean
distance from < Px0, Py0 >, respectively
for i← 0 : 6 do
Construct HoGi at point < Pxi, Pyi >
end for
HexHoG1← Normalize(HoG0, HoG1, ..., HoG5, HoG6)
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Algorithm 4 Recursive Construction of Higher Level HexHoG
< Px0, Py0 >: HexHoGLevelt centre, i.e., interest point location
< Pxi, Pyi > (i ← 1...6): six neighbours with d-pixel away in terms of Euclidean
distance from < Px0, Py0 >, respectively
for i← 0 : 6 do
Construct un-normalised descriptor U-HexHoGLevelt at point < Pxi, Pyi >
end for
HexHoGLevelt+1← Normalize (U-HexHoG Level(t)0,U-HexHoG Level(t)1,...,
U-HexHoG Level(t)5, U-HexHoG Level(t)6)
3.3 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the distinctiveness and rotation invariance of the proposed HexHoG de-
scriptor constructed based on the hexagonal grouping structure, a local feature matching sys-
tem is designed in this section to compare the performances between HexHoG and RecHoG
that is constructed based on the rectangular grouping structure. The experimental hypothesis
is that HexHoG achieves better rotation invariance without losing much distinctiveness than
RecHoG, and the higher level descriptors of the hierarchical feature are always performing
better than the lower level descriptors in the limited range of levels.
Dataset
The proposed hierarchical features are evaluated based on the experiments of matching ob-
jects with different rotations. Two different datasets of images are employed for the evalu-
ation: The first dataset (named as Date1) comprises 5 reference images randomly selected
from Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI) [Geusebroek et al., 2005] and 450 test
images generated by rotating each reference image by 1 ◦ per step in range [1, 90] ◦. The 5
reference images are illustrated in the first row of Figure 3.4. The second dataset (named
as Date2) contains newly collected images with 5 reference images as shown in the second
row of Figure 3.4, and 90 corresponding test images photographed by physically rotating the
reference object in the real world every 5 ◦ per step in range [1, 90] ◦. The third row of Figure
3.4 illustrates the examples of test images with 10 degrees physical rotation in Date2.
Implementation
Harris corner detector is applied in the reference image to find key-point positions, and ac-
cordingly, the corresponding key-points in the test images are also recorded. The hierarchical
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Figure 3.4: Used data for evaluation: The first row shows the 5 reference images in Date1.
The second row shows the 5 reference images in Date2, and the third row illustrates the test
images containing the corresponding objects with 10 degrees physical rotation in the real
world.
features of these key-points are computed and compared between the reference images and
the corresponding test images with rotation issue. Both RecHoG and HexHoG descriptors
with four levels are evaluated in this system. In order to achieve rotation invariance, they
are both generated by first rotating the feature receptive field according to the local domi-
nant orientation which is computed by SIFT method. The matching score and the correct
matching rate are both computed to evaluate the rotation invariance and distinctiveness of
the proposed descriptors. The matching score is defined to measure the similarity between
the two matched descriptors by means of computing the dot product. The correct matching
rate is defined as similar as the recognition rate in BRIEF [Calonder et al., 2010], which
can be described as: The number of detected key-points in the reference image is N . For
each corresponding key-point in the test image, it is matched to all the N key-points in the
reference image. If the most matched feature is from the correct corresponding key-point,
this can be defined as a correct match. Then the correct matching rate is defined as S/N ,
where S is the number of correct match. Accordingly, for each matching pair between a test
image and the corresponding reference image, a correct matching rate and an average of the
matching scores for all the matched descriptors are computed.
Performance
The results of the mean matching score (rotation invariance) and the mean correct matching
rate (distinctiveness) over 5 different objects are illustrated as a function of rotation degree
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Figure 3.5: The first row shows the results of mean matching score (rotation invariance) for
different levels of RecHoG and HexHoG as a function of rotation degree based on Data1.
The second row shows the results of mean correct matching rate (distinctiveness) for different
levels of RecHoG and HexHoG as a function of rotation degree based on Data1. Each
subfigure illustrates the comparison among four different levels of the hierarchical descriptor.
in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, based on Data1 and Data2 respectively. For each figure, sub-
figures in the first column show the performances of RecHoG descriptor, and subfigures in
the second column show the performances of HexHoG descriptor. Moreover, each subfig-
ure illustrates the performances of four levels of the herarchical descriptor. For comparison,
the performance by using the single HoG descriptor (level 0 of the hierarchy) is also given.
As shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, the consistent performances are illustrated for both
RecHoG and HexHoG. In detail, subfigures in the first row of each figure indicate that the
mean matching score decreases with the hierarchical level increasing, while the mean cor-
rect matching rate increases with the hierarchical level increasing as indicated in subfigures
of the second row. Moreover, for the sake of clarity, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 (displayed
at the end of this chapter) are produced to show the performance difference of each single
level between RecHoG and HexHoG, where Figure 3.7 is based on Data1 and Figure 3.8 is
based on Data2. From Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 we can see, the consistent performances
are illustrated, and for each single level, RecHoG performs better than HexHoG in terms of
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Figure 3.6: The first row shows the results of mean matching score (rotation invariance) for
different levels of RecHoG and HexHoG as a function of rotation degree based on Data2.
The second row shows the results of mean correct matching rate (distinctiveness) for different
levels of RecHoG and HexHoG as a function of rotation degree based on Data2. Each
subfigure illustrates the comparison among four different levels of the hierarchical descriptor.
distinctiveness, while it performs worse than HexHoG in terms of rotation invariance.
To further clarify the performance difference between RecHoG and HexHoG as shown in
Figure 3.5 to Figure 3.8, Table 3.1 to Table 3.4 are used to indicate the MEAN value and
standard deviation (SD) of the mean matching score and mean correct matching rate for dif-
ferent levels of the hierarchical descriptor, where the MEAN value and SD are calculated
over all the rotated degrees of the test images. In detail, Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the
MEAN value and SD for all the four levels of the hierarchical descriptors respectively based
on Data1. From Table 3.1 we can see, with the hierarchical level increasing, the MEAN
values of the mean matching scores for both RecHoG and HexHoG (i.e. Rec score and
Hex score) decrease while the MEAN values of the mean correct matching rate for both
RecHoG and HexHoG (i.e. Rec rate and Hex rate) increase. Furthermore, it is also ob-
served that RecHoG has higher mean correct matching rate but lower mean matching score
than HexHoG in each single level, except Level 0 (i.e. basic HoG descriptor) which is the
basic component of both RecHoG and HexHoG. The SD values in Table 3.2 demonstrate
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Table 3.1: Mean value over the rotation degrees of both mean matching score and mean
correct matching rate for each level of the hierarchical descriptor based on Data1.
MEAN Level0 Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4
Rec score 0.8280 0.7231 0.7021 0.6816 0.6678
Hex score 0.8280 0.7337 0.7168 0.6992 0.6865
Rec rate 0.2596 0.4997 0.5345 0.5443 0.5494
Hex rate 0.2596 0.4836 0.5177 0.5310 0.5382
Table 3.2: Standard deviation (SD) over the rotation degrees of both mean matching score
and mean correct matching rate for each level of the hierarchical descriptor based on Data1.
SD Level0 Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4
Rec score 0.0240 0.0357 0.0383 0.0407 0.0423
Hex score 0.0240 0.0348 0.0366 0.0387 0.0402
Rec rate 0.0668 0.0696 0.0667 0.0656 0.0657
Hex rate 0.0668 0.0698 0.0676 0.0663 0.0658
that, for each single level of the hierarchical descriptor, the performances are relatively con-
stant (close to the MEAN) when the rotation degree changes from 1 to 90, which means the
proposed descriptors are robust to rotation changes. Likewise, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 show
the similar performance trends as Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, but they are based on Data 2.
To test the statistical significance of the performance difference between RecHoG and Hex-
HoG, Wilcoxon signed-rank test [Siegel, 1956] is employed for this experiment. The sample
numbers in Data 1 and Data 2 are 450 and 90, respectively, which are the numbers of image
matching pairs with rotation issue. The test results of both Data 1 and Data 2 reject the null
hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis that the performance difference between
RecHoG and HexHoG is statistically significant with the significance level 0.05.
Table 3.3: Mean value over the rotation degrees of both mean matching score and mean
correct matching rate for each level of the hierarchical descriptor based on Data2.
MEAN Level0 Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4
Rec score 0.8600 0.7692 0.7467 0.7242 0.7076
Hex score 0.8600 0.7749 0.7623 0.7440 0.7302
Rec rate 0.1882 0.4963 0.5272 0.5404 0.5509
Hex rate 0.1882 0.4710 0.5141 0.5279 0.5344
Timings of computing RecHoG and HexHoG descriptors are recorded on a computer running
Ubuntu 14.04 (64-bit), with an Intel Core i5 3.10 GHz processor. All the experiments are
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Table 3.4: Standard deviation (SD) over the rotation degrees of both mean matching score
and mean correct matching rate for each level of the hierarchical descriptor based on Data2.
SD Level0 Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4
Rec score 0.0137 0.0309 0.0320 0.0337 0.0346
Hex score 0.0137 0.0296 0.0307 0.0323 0.0332
Rec rate 0.0215 0.0595 0.0575 0.0541 0.0554
Hex rate 0.0215 0.0577 0.0581 0.0567 0.0571
implemented in Matlab. The computing time of a single descriptor is given by the average
time of computing 50 descriptors, and the results are averaged over 10 runs. Table 3.5
clearly shows that each level of HexHoG is much faster to compute than that of RecHoG
respectively, especially when going for higher levels of the hierarchy.
Table 3.5: Computing time for a single descriptor
Timing [ms] Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4
RecHoG 1.6 15.4 138 1330
HexHoG 1.2 8.6 60 418
From the performances evaluated based on different datasets: Data1 and Data2, which com-
prise test images generated in different mechanisms, we can clearly see that, for both Re-
cHoG and HexHoG, the higher level descriptors achieve better feature distinctiveness but
less rotation invariance than the lower level descriptors. The reason of this is that the higher
level descriptors are extracted from bigger regions which include more distinctive informa-
tion than the lower level ones. However, the region size should be controlled in a range
because larger regions may also bring more noise interruption. Moreover, HexHoG has bet-
ter rotation invariance but less distinctiveness than RecHoG, and the better distinctiveness of
RecHoG is due to more sampling positions for construction, which sacrifices the computing
efficiency.
3.4 Summary and Discussion
This chapter introduces an initial investigation of hierarchical feature descriptors based on
rectangular grouping structure and hexagonal grouping structure. Both of the structures
are constructed in a recursive way once the single patch size has been decided. The HoG
descriptor of a single patch is employed to combine with the hierarchical grouping structures,
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which generates two different descriptors RecHoG and HexHoG. To evaluate the proposed
descriptors, a local feature matching system is designed based on two different datasets.
Then the mean matching score and the mean correct matching rate are computed to evaluate
rotation invariance and distinctiveness of the proposed descriptors.
The evaluation results show that, by sacrificing the computing efficiency with sampling more
positions of the local region of the object, RecHoG can achieve a slightly better distinctive-
ness but worse rotation invariance than HexHoG. In addition, with the hierarchical level
going up, the distinctiveness increases gradually while the computing efficiency decreases
dramatically. Though level 4 features achieve the best distinctiveness, they do not have im-
pressive improvement compared to level 3 features for both RecHoG and HexHoG. There-
fore, considering the tradeoff between the distinctiveness and computing efficiency, for the
later work of investigating the hierarchical descriptor, only 3 levels of the descriptor will be
considered.
All in all, the work in this chapter is considered as the first step of exploring hierarchical
features based on the hexagonal grouping structure. The evaluation results illustrate that
the hierarchical feature descriptors extracted based on hexagonal grouping structure provide
potential benefits to represent local features. The rotation invariance of RecHoG and Hex-
HoG is achieved by pre-rotating the feature receptive field to align with the local dominant
orientation based on SIFT method. In order to improve the distinctiveness and computing
efficiency, in the next chapter, a new rotation-invariant hierarchical descriptor will be pro-
posed without pre-rotating the local field but with utilising the rotational symmetry of the
hexagonal structure. In addition, a 2D object localisation system will also be proposed based
on matching the proposed descriptors of the edge contour points.
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Figure 3.7: The comparison between RecHoG and HexHoG in each single level based on
Data1. The first four subfigures illustrate results of the mean matching rate (rotation invari-
ance). The last four subfigures show results of the mean correct matching rate (distinctive-
ness).
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Figure 3.8: The comparison between RecHoG and HexHoG in each single level based on
Data2. The first four subfigures illustrate results of the mean matching rate (rotation invari-




2D Object Localisation Based on
Matching HexSHoG Descriptors
The previous chapter has given an initial investigation of a local hierarchical descriptor
HexHoG, which is generated based on the hexagonal grouping structure. With less sampling
for the local feature descriptor, HexHoG has shown rather stable properties compared to
RecHoG, which is generated based on the rectangular grouping structure. Therefore, this
chapter introduces the work keeping on researching about the hexagonal grouping struc-
ture, but with new strategies to construct the hierarchical descriptor and achieve the rotation
invariance without pre-rotating the feature receptive field. Moreover, a 2D object locali-
sation system is proposed by matching edge contour points. The new proposed descriptor
in this chapter is applied to represent the features of edge contour points in the 2D object
localisation system.
4.1 Motivation and Objective
An ideal feature descriptor is desired to have rotation invariance to deal with the rotation
changes of the target object. Though the rotated target could find a correct match through
matching features to the template dataset that comprises features without rotation invariance
but extracted from all the rotated versions of the target object, this is a very expensive process
in terms of time consumption. In recent decades, the conventional method to achieve rotation
invariance of local features is to align the feature receptive field with its local dominant ori-
entation before generating the feature descriptor. Therefore, the feature receptive field needs
to be rotated and resampled. The total time consumption of computing rotation-invariant
features will increase with the feature number growing. To avoid the process of rotating
and resampling the feature receptive filed, a new method of generating rotation-invariant
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HexHoG descriptor is proposed in this chapter based on the advantage of the rotational sym-
metry of a hexagon.
It is an essential ability to detect and localise an object of interest from an image containing
a cluttered background in computer vision. Most of the published work for object detection
could indicate the approximate position of the detected object in a bounding box [Shotton
et al., 2005; Schlecht and Ommer, 2011]. Some researchers have proposed methods of object
detection with localisation based on matching edge contour features [Zhu et al., 2008; Fer-
rari et al., 2010]. Object contours are the essential information of the object shape boundary,
which is a significant feature to illustrate the accurate object position. However, contour de-
tection is a challenging research topic because the object boundary is always encompassed
by a cluttered background which results in the difficulty of detecting object contours ac-
curately out from the background. For instance, when a detected contour comprises edge
points partly from the object and partly from the image background, matching the edge
contour features will lead to either miss part of the object edges or define the edges from
the background wrongly as part of the object. To reduce this phenomenon, an alternative
method to localise the detected object is through matching edge contour points rather than
edge contours. Therefore, in this chapter, a 2D object localisation system is investigated
through matching the edge contour points by employing the new proposed descriptor.
4.2 Rotation-Invariant Feature Extraction
4.2.1 Rotation-Invariant Hexagonal Structure
In order to remove the process of rotating feature receptive field but still achieve rotation
invariance for the feature descriptor, a new hexagonal structure is proposed in this section.
For comparison, the previous structure of HexHoG proposed in Chapter 3 is given in Figure
4.1 (a), which indicates that there are always two vertexes of the hexagon lying on the di-
rection of the X-axis after rotating the receptive field according to the dominant orientation.
Differently, without rotating the receptive field, the vertexes of the new proposed hexagonal
structure are sampled by making the local dominant orientation as the canonical reference
rather than the X-axis, which means there are always two vertexes lying on the direction of
the dominant orientation as shown in Figure 4.1 (b).
Moreover, another process is employed to provide HexHoG more rotation invariance: in
the standard HoG descriptor of a single patch, the highest bin, which exhibits the dominant
gradient orientation of the local patch, is barrel-shifted to the head position of the histogram,
which means the histogram starts with the frequency value of the dominant orientation as
shown in Figure 4.2. Therefore, the rotation invariance of a single HoG is achieved by simply
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Figure 4.1: The red arrow is the dominant orientation of the area covered by the red dot
circle. In (a), the figure shows the conventional method to achieve rotation invariance of
the local descriptor, which is achieved by first rotating the local area to make the dominant
orientation aligned with the X-coordinate then sampling two of the hexagonal vertexes along
the horizontal line. In (b), there is no rotation of the local area, but the hexagonal vertexes
are sampled directly according to the dominant orientation with two vertexes aligning with
the dominant orientation.
shifting the histogram. This orientation normalised new HoG is termed as SHoG while
the standard HoG descriptor with rotation invariance achieved in the way by first rotating
the local patch is termed as DHoG. The pseudocode for constructing SHoG is described in
Algorithm 5. As a consequence, the new hexagonal grouping structure combined with SHoG
is adopted to generate the new rotation-invariant descriptor termed as HexSHoG.
Algorithm 5 SHoG Construction
HoG: histogram of oriented gradients
Num Bin: number of bins in HoG
p: index to the peak value of HoG bin
SHoG← [HoG(p : Num Bin), HoG(1 : p− 1)]
4.2.2 HexSHoG Generation
To construct the sampling structure of HexSHoG descriptor, the parameters of the structure
need to be first defined. The radius of the circular region defining the region size covered by
a single HoG and the distance between the neighbouring vertexes of the hexagon could be
freely parameterised. These parameters control the overlapping size between the HoG fields
of each grouping, which influences the degree of rotation invariance and the distinctiveness
for HexSHoG descriptor. The exploration of how the parameters affect the performance of
hexagon-based descriptors is not discussed in this chapter but will be deeply investigated
























Figure 4.2: Local patch represented by HoG and SHoG. The upper histogram is the standard
HoG, and the lower histogram is SHoG. SHoG is achieved by shifting the peak value of HoG
to the head position of the histogram.
in Chapter 6. However, HexSHoG descriptor will use the same parameters as for HexHoG
introduced in the previous chapter.
After determining where to sample the 6 vertexes of the hexagon structure according to the
local dominant orientation, 7 SHoGs will be computed in the fields centred at the hexagonal
centre and vertexes. Then the first level of HexSHoG can be generated by concatenating
SHoGi(i=0,1,2,...6) by first assigning the central SHoG descriptor to the head of the grouped
descriptor, followed by the SHoG descriptor which is aligned to the dominant orientation. All
of the remaining SHoGi descriptors will be subsequently concatenated in counterclockwise
order. The feature is then normalised by its magnitude to achieve robustness to illumination
changes. This process is described as in Algorithm 6.
The steps of generating the first level of HexSHoG are applied recursively to compute higher
level HexSHoG descriptors with the same concatenating mechanism. Accordingly, the sec-
ond level descriptor HexSHoG2 is generated based on the 7 first level descriptor HexSHoG1s
centred on the red points as shown in Figure 4.3. For clarity, the edge length of the first level
hexagon is enlarged to make it easier to illustrate. The ordering mechanism used to concate-
nate SHoG for HexSHoG1 is consistent with the above description. The blue arrow in Figure
4.3 shows the computed dominant orientation of the central region covered by HexSHoG10
descriptor. The dominant orientations of all the other 6 HexSHoG1i (i=1,2,...,6) descriptors
are all defined by the blue arrow for convenience. The right graph in Figure 4.3 illustrates the
generation of a HexSHoG1 descriptor for the red dashed region. The pseudocode to generate
higher level HexSHoG is given in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 6 Level1 Construction of HexSHoG
< Px0, Py0 >: HexSHoG centre, i.e., key-point location
r: hexagon edge length
θ: computed local dominant orientation for the region centred at < Px0, Py0 >
< Pxi, Pyi > (i← 1...6): six vertex positions of the hexagon centred at < Px0, Py0 >
ts← pi/3
for i← 1 : 6 do
tv ← (i− 1)ts+ θ
Pyi ← Py0 + r sin(tv)
Pxi ← Px0 + r cos(tv)
end for
for i← 0 : 6 do
Construct SHoGi at point < Pxi, Pyi >
end for















Figure 4.3: The left figure illustrates the second level structure of HexSHoG . The right figure
shows the structure of the red dot covered region in the left figure.
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Algorithm 7 Generation of Higher Level HexSHoG Descriptors
< Pxi, Pyi > (i← 0, 1...6): hexagon centre and vertex positions
r: hexagon edge length
θ0: computed local dominant orientation for the region centred at < Px0, Py0 >
θi(i← 1...6): defined local dominant orientation for the region centred at < Pxi, Pyi >
ts← pi/3
for i← 1 : 6 do
tv ← (i− 1)ts+ θ0
Pyi ← Py0 + r sin(tv)
Pxi ← Px0 + r cos(tv)
θi ← θ0
end for
for i← 0 : 6 do
Generate un-normalised first level descriptor U-HexSHoG1i centred at < Pxi, Pyi >
with local dominant orientation θi
end for
HexSHoG20 ← Normalize(U-HexSHoG10,U-HexSHoG11, ...,U-HexSHoG16)
HexSHoGLevel(t+1)0 ← Normalize(U-HexSHoG Level(t)0,U-HexSHoG Level(t)1, ...,
U-HexSHoG Level(t)6)
4.2.3 Rotation-Invariant Performance of HexSHoG
To evaluate the rotation invariance of HexSHoG constructed based on SHoG, the local fea-
ture matching experiments are implemented based on the similar validation method intro-
duced in the previous chapter. 20 different images containing different objects are randomly
selected from ALOI as a reference set, and each of them is rotated by 1 ◦ per step in range
[1, 90] ◦ to generate a test set, respectively. The descriptor for each keypoint in each test
image is computed and compared to the descriptor of the corresponding point in each refer-
ence image. The dot product of the corresponding descriptors and the average dot product
over 20 different test images are computed as a function of degree of in-plane rotation. The
experiment result is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
This experimental hypothesis is that SHoG can achieve better performance than DHoG in
terms of rotation invariance. Besides, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, the higher
level descriptor of HexSHoG has weaker rotation invariance than the lower level descriptor.
As the first graph shows in Figure 4.4, comparing the rotation-invariant performances of
DHoG, SHoG and the standard HoG, DHoG and SHoG achieve good rotation invariance with
SHoG having better performance than DHoG, while the performance of the standard HoG
declines quickly after about 20 degrees of rotation. This indicates that SHoG achieves better
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Figure 4.4: The results of mean matching score (rotation invariance) as a function of rotation
degree. The left figure shows the comparison among HoG, DHoG and SHoG. The right
figure illustrates the comparison among four different levels of HexSHoG. SHoG denotes
level 0 of HexSHoG. The scale of Y axis is different between the two figures.
rotation invariance by means of simply shifting the histogram bins of the standard HoG. The
performance of HexSHoG generated based on SHoG is also illustrated in the second graph
of Figure 4.4. In the experiment, 8 histogram bins are used to record the relative frequency
of local gradient orientations. This explains the periodic performance observed every 45 ◦
for all the proposed features in Figure 4.4. Although the rotation invariance of the feature is
getting weaker as the grouping level increases, HexSHoG3 can still produce a mean matching
dot product mostly greater than 0.8 over all the rotation degrees, which defines the matching
threshold employed later to evaluate the 2D object localisation system.
4.3 2D Object Localisation
In this section, a 2D object location system is proposed, where the overview structure of
the system is summarised in Figure 4.5. Specifically, the system is mainly divided into two
sections: object pose estimate and edge labelling. Accordingly, this edge labelling process
relies on a correct prior object detection result and the quality of the pose estimate obtained
during the prior detection process. In this system, the above-proposed descriptor HexSHoG
is applied for the edge labelling process to localise the edge contours of an object within a
cluttered background.
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Figure 4.6: Each test image is directly matched to the corresponding reference image for
object detection and pose estimate.
Dense local edge matching for pose 
estimate refinement  
Images inputted Detection and initial pose estimate 
Dense local edge matching for 
edge contour labelling 
Edge detection 
Figure 4.5: The brief summary of the 2D object localisation system.
4.3.1 Detection and Pose Estimate
Since SIFT [Lowe, 2004] is an established benchmark for state-of-the-art performances in
object detection, it is adopted in this experiment for the purposes of object detection and
initial pose estimate. However, the main work of this thesis focuses on the pose estimate
after the correct detection, so that there is no need to add extra obstacles to test the detection
performance by SIFT. Therefore, the sparse SIFT descriptors extracted from a test image
are directly matched to the corresponding SIFT descriptors extracted from a reference im-
age, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Then the matched pairs are grouped and filtered using the
algorithms of Generalised Hough Transform (GHT) [Ballard, 1981] and Random Sample
Consensus (RANSAC) [Fischler and Bolles, 1981] to compute an initial pose estimate for
the successfully detected object in the test image. In order to define whether it is possible
to achieve more accurate pose estimate, a further refinement step is proposed by means of
dense local HexSHoG matching based on edge points, described as follows:
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Figure 4.7: Pose refinement and edge contour labelling processes. The two graphs show the
same test image with its edge contours labelled in blue, and the red edges are the projected
edges of the reference object according to the estimated pose information. (a) is the local
searching process for pose refinement after initial pose estimate; (b) is the local searching
process for edge contour labelling after pose refinement.
1. Compute edge label (edgel) maps for both the test image and the corresponding refer-
ence image using the Canny edge detector;
2. Project the edgels of the reference image into the test image edgel map according to
the initial pose estimate;
3. Find the set of the test image edgels that neighbour each projected edgel from the
reference image edgel map, within a constrained square search area for each projected
edgel as in Figure 4.7 (a);
4. From the set of neighbouring test-image edgels, find the test image edgel with the
best matching for each projected edge point by comparing their HexSHoG features,
computed from the inputted images;
5. Re-estimate the pose transformation from the reference image to the test image, based
on all the matched edgel-pair correspondences obtained above.
The constrained search area reduces false-positive matches between background clutter edgels
and the reference object’s edgels, while the use of edgel-located feature matching provides
many more feature correspondences than corner-based features alone, especially when the
reference object inherently lacks corners, i.e., contains mainly smooth edge contours. The
matched edgel-pair correspondence is valid only when the corresponding feature similarity
is bigger than the matching threshold and the chessboard distance between the corresponding
positions is less than the threshold R as in Figure 4.7.
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4.3.2 Edge Labelling for Object Localisation
To achieve object localisation, the edge labelling process is implemented based on the pose
refinement result. The estimated edgel positions in the test image can be found by projecting
the reference edgels using the refined pose estimate. As Figure 4.7 (b) shows, the search
process, constrained to a limited range in X and Y axis with the chessboard distance R, is
repeated to match between the edgel positions projected according to the pose refinement
result and the edgels in the test edgel map. The refinement process of pose estimate could
minimise the local search range for the edgel matching. The edgels within the test image,
which match to the projected reference image edgels, are then labelled in the test image
as being contour edgels. There might be some breaks between labelled edges, so an edge
connectivity post-process is executed as follows: if an edgel in the test image is labelled
as a contour edgel, all connected edgels (comprising 8 nearest neighbours) will be likewise
labelled. This process is then repeated for each newly labeled contour edgel. The iteration of
this is implemented in order to label those edgels which comprise the object’s edge contours
and thereby potentially capture the shape of the detected object in terms of observed edgels.
Then the detected objects could be more completely localised with edge contours labelled in
the test image.
4.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance evaluation of the proposed object localisation system by
using HexSHoG descriptor is demonstrated. The experimental hypothesises are: the pose
estimate performance can be improved after doing the pose refinement process by using
HexSHoG descriptor, and through the HexSHoG descriptor matching of edge contour points,
most of the object contours can be labeled. Before implementing the steps of the object
localisation system as described above, the parameters of constructing a HexSHoG struc-
ture are defined as the same for HexHoG introduced in the previous chapter: the Gaussian
weighted patch size is set to be 7 pixels wide for SHoG, and edge length of the sampling
hexagon is set to be 3 pixels, which results in the HexSHoG grouping structure has half
patch size overlapped between each neighboured SHoG pairs. The validation data employed
in this work are obtained from the Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI) [Geuse-
broek et al., 2005] which contains 1000 different objects. All of the 1000 different images
from the ALOI database are employed as reference images. Each of these reference im-
ages is randomly rotated in plane and embedded into 5 different backgrounds to generate
a test image set comprising 5000 images. Figure 4.8 illustrates examples of the image sets
described above.
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Figure 4.8: Examples of the data used in the application experiment: The top row shows
the reference images from ALOI. The middle row shows the corresponding in-plane rotated
versions. The bottom row shows the test images generated by embedding the rotated images
into different backgrounds.
Before the pose estimate refinement is implemented, an experiment for selecting which level
of HexSHoG descriptor to use is designed. Since the descriptor is expected to give the
most accurate pose localisation, the experiment is designed as follows to determine the dis-
placement error resulting from local edge matching based on HexSHoG descriptor, with the
hypothesis that the third level descriptor HexSHoG3 can give the most accurate pose esti-
mate. 20 different images from ALOI are randomly selected as a reference set and then
rotated incrementally in range [1, 90] ◦ to form a test set. Therefore, for each edgel in each
test image generated, the corresponding edgel in the original reference image is known. The
HexSHoG feature for each reference image edgel is then computed and compared to the fea-
tures computed within a local neighbourhood of 2 pixels, centred on the corresponding test
image edgel. The best dot product match is found and its position will then be recorded. The
spatial distance between the matched position and the corresponding true feature position is
computed for each reference edgel as the displacement error for local matching. Thereafter,
the average error is computed over the 20 reference images and the displacement error distri-
bution is obtained as a function of rotation degree for 3 different levels of HexSHoG feature,
as shown in Figure 4.9. It is observed in Figure 4.9 that the level 3 HexSHoG descriptor
HexSHoG3 gives the smallest displacement error for most of the applied rotations, which
suggests that HexSHoG3 can provide better localisation performance compared to other less
grouped features for the purpose of pose estimate refinement.
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Figure 4.9: Displacement error of local HexSHoG matching as a function of rotation degree.
4.4.1 Pose Refinement Performance
In order to evaluate how well the proposed pose estimate refinement method performs, for
each test image, the ground-truth information specifying the rotation and translation used
to embed the reference object pixels into a background image is recorded. Therefore, the
precise location of edge contours of the reference object in the test image can be known.
According to the pose estimate information, the estimated object edgel positions are first
obtained by projecting the reference edgels into the test image. Then for each reference
edgel, the distance between its estimated position and its ground-truth position is computed
to give its pose estimate error. Finally, the mean and standard deviation (SD) of matched
point displacement error for the test set are used to evaluate the pose estimate performance.
In this experiment, 2892 images are successfully detected out of 5000 test images for object
detection and initial pose estimate. Those images containing object of interest that has less
distinctive corners and is not sufficiently distinguishable from the background are failed to
be detected. A selection of failed examples is shown in Figure 4.10. Consequently, the pose
estimate refinement and edge labelling processes are only applied to test image examples
containing successfully detected object instances.
The pose refinement performance is investigated with respect to the constrained search
bounds, by varying the X,Y search range from ± 1 to ± 10 pixels, and the refined pose
estimate error is computed accordingly. By comparing the refined pose estimate error to the
initial pose estimate error for each test image, the number of test images which exhibit an
improvement in pose estimate due to the refinement process could be determined. Both the
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Figure 4.10: Failed examples of detection by SIFT: The first column shows the reference
objects. The remaining columns show the test objects with backgrounds.
mean pixel error and the SD for those successfully detected test images of initial estimations,
and refined estimations, are computed as shown in Table 4.1. Accordingly, the pose refine-
ment performance as a function of the search range, with error bars showing 95% confidence
interval for the mean pose error, is also illustrated in Figure 4.11. It is clearly shown in Figure
4.11 that, there is no confidence interval overlap between the initial pose error by SIFT and
the refined pose error by HexSHoG3, which indicates that the difference between the initial
pose error and the refined pose error with different search ranges is statistically significant.
Search Range

























Figure 4.11: The mean pose error results for the refined pose estimation are illustrated as a
function of pixel search range. The initial pose error given by SIFT with no search process
is also displayed in this figure for clear comparison. The error bar shows 95% confidence
interval for the mean pose error.
In Table 4.1, the mean pose error and SD (in pixel units) of the refined pose estimate are pre-
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Table 4.1: Pose estimate refinement performance as a function of pixel search range and the
initial pose estimate performance by SIFT
Search Range ± Mean SD Number of Improved Images Improved Ratio
1 1.35 2.68 2807 97.06
2 0.94 2.93 2771 95.82
3 0.84 2.89 2757 95.33
4 0.91 6.42 2738 94.67
5 0.83 2.84 2720 94.05
6 0.84 2.59 2696 93.22
7 0.86 2.56 2669 92.29
8 0.89 2.57 2637 91.18
9 0.92 2.58 2607 90.15
10 0.99 2.73 2560 88.52
Initial Pose Estimate 2.20 2.69
sented with different search bounds. The number of images having improved pose estimate
after refinement and their corresponding improved ratio of the pose refinement test set are
also presented. From Table 4.1 we can see, when the search range for edgel matching is con-
strained to less than 10 pixels, the HexSHoG3-based pose estimator achieves an improvement
in over 90% of the initially successful object detections. The search range in the region of
±5 or ±6 pixels can make the least pose estimate error (as a reference point for comparison,
the HexSHoG3 used for matching is 28 pixels in diameter), and the pose estimate refinement
process improves the mean pose estimate error for the test dataset by approximately a factor
of 2. The SD of the pose error over the test set is kept around 2.5 pixels, except when the
search range is ±4. However, the number of images having improvement in pose estimate
declines monotonically with search range. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the degree
of pose refinement and the number of object detections that are improved. Accordingly, for
subsequent edge contour labelling experiments, reported below, a search range of ±5 pixels
is chosen. A selection of examples of pose estimate refinement is illustrated in Figure 4.12.
4.4.2 Edge Labelling Performance
Finally, dense local edge matching is re-applied in order to label directly the edgels detected
within the test image that comprises the contour edgels of the object of interest, according to
the recovered pose estimate (using a± 5 pixel search range). Figure 4.13 shows some exam-
ples of the labelling results obtained by matching three different grouping levels of HexSHoG
descriptor. When the image background is too cluttered, or the object outer boundary is not
easily distinguished from the background, missed object boundary detections can result and
background edgels close to the object can be mis-labelled as belonging to the object. It is
observed in Figure 4.13 that each level of HexSHoG descriptor produces slightly different la-
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belings, making it difficult to conclude which level of HexSHoG feature grouping gives best
results. It would appear that the distraction from the background is greater for larger higher
level descriptors (which straddle both the object boundary and the background to a greater
degree) while the lower level descriptors have less reliability. Therefore, in the later chapter,
a more completed and sophisticated edge contour localisation system is proposed with ad-
ditional processes and employing 3 different levels of the hierarchical descriptor together to
contribute to the edge labelling.
4.5 Summary and Discussion
There are two main contributions in this chapter: one is the new rotation-invariant hierarchi-
cal descriptor HexSHoG, the other is the proposed system for 2D object localisation based on
pose estimate refinement and edge contour labelling. Based on the recursive HexHoG struc-
ture introduced in the previous chapter, the sampling positions of the hexagonal structure are
extracted according to the local dominant orientation by taking advantage of the rotational
symmetry of a hexagon, which directly improves the time efficiency for the local descrip-
tor construction with rotation invariance. Moreover, SHoG is also employed to improve the
rotation invariance and has better performance than DHoG. As a consequent, the hierarchi-
cal descriptor constructed based on the new structured sampling mechanism and SHoG is
proposed as HexSHoG. It is then applied on feature extraction of edge contour positions to
use the object edge information for pose estimate refinement. A complete pose refinement
system is introduced with statistical validation results, based on which the edge contour la-
belling process for 2D object localisation is implemented and some initial test results are
illustrated.
The pose refinement results illustrate that matching HexSHoG features, which are based only
on appearance information computed at edgel locations, has the potential to improve the per-
formance of object pose estimate by approximately a factor of 2. By improving the accuracy
of the pose estimate process, it is then possible to project contours from the reference image
into the test image and annotate the location of a detected object with sufficient accuracy for
many practical tasks such as grasping in robotics. However, improved pose estimate also
improves the search constraints required to match test image edge contours directly, to allow
HexSHoG matching to offer the possibility of recovering the actual edgel labels detected in
the test image that correspond to contour edgels in the reference image, as described above.
However, the proposed method is computationally expensive because of the recursive steps
for constructing HexSHoG descriptor based on all the dense extracted edges, especially when
applied in a large dataset. Therefore, a faster method to construct hierarchical descriptors is
required for more efficient applications. In the next chapter, in order to improve the time
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efficiency but without reducing the performance quality, a new hierarchical descriptor con-
structed based on binary coding mechanism is proposed and termed as HexBinary. Moreover,
a complete 2D object localisation system will be introduced with statistical evaluation results
by employing the new proposed HexBinary descriptor extracted at edge contour points.
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Figure 4.12: Edge projection from the reference objects into the test images according to
the initial and refined pose estimate, shown in left and right columns, respectively. The first
two rows show the examples with improvement after pose estimate refinement. The last two
rows show the examples that failed to achieve improvement after pose estimate refinement.
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Figure 4.13: Object edge contour labelling results: from the first column to the third column,




2D Object Localisation Based on
Matching HexBinary Descriptors
In the previous chapter, HexSHoG is proposed as a hierarchical feature descriptor, which
achieves the rotation-invariant property by taking advantage of the hexagonal structure. It
shows high capability to represent local features well through the application of describing
the edge point features for the object localisation system. However, the computation cost can
be a big issue when it is asked to serve the real-time/on-line application. Therefore, based
on the hexagonal grouping structure of HexSHoG, a new hierarchical descriptor HexBinary
is introduced in this chapter with faster computing and lower storage requirement by em-
ploying the binary coding mechanism. In addition, HexBinary is also applied to represent
the edge features in the 2D object localisation system, and achieves superior performance of
pose refinement to HexSHoG. Moreover, a complete system for 2D object localisation with
labelling edge contour points is also introduced in this chapter, with complementary statisti-
cal analysis of the edge labelling performance based on the system proposed in the previous
chapter.
5.1 Motivation and Objective
Local feature extraction has been explored extensively in the field of computer vision. The
dominant local feature descriptors can be generally divided into two categories: floating-
point descriptors and binary descriptors, as reviewed in Chapter 2. The floating-point de-
scriptor is normally generated by a histogram of quantised gradient orientations based on
a local patch, such as the descriptors introduced in [Lowe, 2004; Dalal and Triggs, 2005;
Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005; Brown et al., 2011]. SIFT [Lowe, 2004] has served as a stan-
dard benchmark for evaluating local feature performance because of its good performance
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Figure 5.1: The hierarchically hexagonal structure for HexSHoG: (a) The first level sampling
pattern of the hexagonal structure (the red arrow shows the dominant orientation of the red
dotted region); (b) The second level sampling pattern of the hexagonal structure; (c) The third
level sampling pattern of the hexagonal structure. Each black circle represents the Gaussian
kernel size which could be freely parameterised.
in many computer vision applications and widespread availability. To improve the time ef-
ficiency, PCA-SIFT [Ke and Sukthankar, 2004] was proposed to achieve faster matching
by reducing the descriptor dimensions from 128 to 36 elements via Principal Components
Analysis. SURF [Bay et al., 2006] was developed to improve the computational efficiency
of the feature extraction process by employing Haar-wavelet filters, efficiently implemented
by means of integral images. However, the total computational cost and the storage require-
ment of these floating-point descriptors can still make issues when they are used for real-time
/ on-line applications. Therefore, Binary String (BS) descriptors have recently been devised
and intensively explored since their first inception, BRIEF [Calonder et al., 2010], appeared.
BS descriptors are generated by computing pairwise intensity comparisons within a local
sampling pattern and have been demonstrated to exhibit much lower computational cost and
storage requirements without decreasing the discriminability than floating-point descriptors.
Due to this, different BS descriptors were proposed with different sampling structures of the
point-pairs for intensity comparison [Rublee et al., 2011; Leutenegger et al., 2011; Alahi
et al., 2012]. The difference between these BS descriptors is computed efficiently by means
of their Hamming distance.
The hexagonal grouping structure of HexSHoG, which was proposed in the previous chap-
ter, is illustrated in Figure 5.1. SHoG descriptors computed in the regions covered by black
circles are concatenated together to generate HexSHoG, which leads to expensive computa-
tion with the hierarchical level increasing. Inspired from the improvement of local feature
extraction execution rates and matching performance rates achieved by using BS descriptors,
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in this chapter, BS descriptor is employed to substitute SHoG to improve the time efficiency
of computing the hierarchical descriptor based on the hexagonal structure of HexSHoG,
which produces the new hierarchical descriptor HexBinary. In addition, a system for 2D
object localisation, by means of fine-to-coarse local edge feature matching, is also presented
in this chapter based on the system proposed in the previous chapter, with the qualitative
and quantitative results analysed for pixel-level edge contour localisation using the ALOI
dataset.
5.2 HexBinary Feature Extraction
Several different binary string descriptor sampling configurations [Calonder et al., 2010;
Rublee et al., 2011; Leutenegger et al., 2011; Alahi et al., 2012] have been reported, rang-
ing from regular symmetric to randomly sampled. The binary bit computed by comparing
the sign of difference in the intensity pairs of sampling points in effect encodes the sign of
the first order derivative. Intuitively, this encoding mechanism captures the relative local
spatial configuration of light and dark in the local image region sampled by the descriptor.
Furthermore, if the sign of the second order differences is computed, this would correspond
to the local spatial configuration of the intensity gradients. In order to sample the descrip-
tor efficiently, point-wise differences that correspond to approximations of the orthogonal
first and second polar derivatives are utilised in this chapter. Therefore two different com-
parison schemes are proposed to construct HexBinary, one of which is first order and the
other is second order. Moreover, two image pre-filtering methods are employed here: simple
Gaussian low-pass filtering to suppress image noise and aliasing and Laplacian of Gaussians
(LoG) isotropic filtering that captures second order gradient information, potentially useful
for encoding boundary information.
5.2.1 Orientation Assignment
As shown in Figure 5.2, the original first level sampling configuration is located at a hexagon
centre p0 with the hexagon vertices p1 and p4 aligning with the X-axis. In order to make the
descriptor invariant to rotation, the local dominant orientation will be firstly determined. The
orientation based on the sample pairs defined between the hexagon centre point and the ver-
texes is computed essentially the same mechanism as utilised in BRISK [Leutenegger et al.,
2011]. The image is first filtered by a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ, and the
smoothed intensity values with respect to the hexagon centre and vertexes are Ii(i=0,1,...6).
Then the local gradient of the red dotted circle covered region in Figure 5.2 is computed
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Figure 5.2: The original first level sampling pattern of the hexagonal structure. Two of
the hexagonal vertexes are sampled on the direction of X-coordinate. Each black circle







(pj − pi) · Ij − Ii‖pj − pi‖2 , (5.1)
where p is the position vector of the hexagon centre and vertexes, and N =12 is the number of
pairs in set S, where S is composed by two subsets of point pairs: the subset approximating
the polar tangential derivatives comprises adjacent pairs of samples taken at the hexagon ver-
texes and subtracted in a counterclockwise direction S1 = {(p6, p1),(pi, pi+1)(i=1,...5)}; the
subset approximating the radial polar derivatives comprises the group of sample subtractions
taken from the hexagon centre to each single vertex S2 = {(p0, pi)(i=1,...6)}. According to
this computed local gradient, the dominant orientation is defined as θ = arctan2(g(y), g(x)).
5.2.2 First Order HexBinary
Given the local dominant orientation θ, the hexagon vertex points are resampled as Figure
5.1 (a) shows, based on which a new set Q that has the same sampling scheme and binary
encoding method as in S is extracted. The 12 point pairs in Q are used to generate a 12 bit
binary string, where each bit τ corresponds to:
τ (I; i, j) =
{
1 if Ii < Ij
0 otherwise.
(5.2)
A 12 bit first level descriptor HexBinary1 sampled at point p0 is generated as above, and the
second level descriptor HexBinary2 is generated by concatenating the HexBinary1i descrip-
tors sampled at positions pi(i=0,1,...6). The second level and third level hexagon structures
are shown in Figure 5.1 (b) and (c), respectively. The mechanism for computing the hierar-
chical descriptor HexBinary is described in Algorithm 8, which is basically the same as for
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computing HexSHoG.
Algorithm 8 Generation of Hierarchical HexBinary Descriptor
pi(i← 0, 1...6): the first level hexagon centre and vertex positions
r: hexagon edge length
θ0: computed local dominant orientation for the region centred at p0
θi(i← 1...6): defined local dominant orientation for the region centred at pi
ts← pi/3
for i← 1 : 6 do
tv ← (i− 1)ts+ θ0
py(i) ← py(0) + r sin(tv)
px(i) ← px(0) + r cos(tv)
θi ← θ0
end for
for i← 0 : 6 do
Generate the first level descriptor HexBinary1i centred at pi with local dominant orien-
tation θi
end for
HexBinary20 ← HexBinary10,HexBinary11, ...,HexBinary16
HexBinaryLevel(t+1)0 ← HexBinary Level(t)0,HexBinary Level(t)1, ... ,
HexBinary Level(t)6
5.2.3 Second Order HexBinary
In order to differentiate the first order HexBinary descriptor and the second order HexBi-
nary descriptor, we denote them as FHexBinary and SHexBinary, respectively. The process
of constructing the SHexBinary descriptors follows that of constructing the FHexBinary de-
scriptors, except that the pairs of first order intensity difference values are compared. In the
first level of the hexagonal structure, a set of first order intensity differences is computed
using pairs from set:
S ′ = {(p0, p1), (p4, p0), (p0, p2), (p5, p0), (p0, p3), (p6, p0), (p6, p1), (pi, pi+1)(i=1,...5)}.
Accordingly, a corresponding first order intensity difference value set D is attained, from
which 9 pairs are selected to generate SHexBinary with each bit τ corresponding to :
τ (D; i, j) =
{
1 if Di < Dj
0 otherwise,
(5.3)
where(Di,Dj) is a spatially adjacent pair, e.g., (Di = I1 − I0,Dj = I0 − I4;Di = I1 −
I6,Dj = I2 − I1). The SHexBinary descriptor is recursively generated using the same con-
struction scheme used to compute FHexBinary.
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To encapsulate all the information sources including the first order and second order intensity
derivative information together, FHexBinary and SHexBinary descriptors are concatenated to
construct a new descriptor CHexBinary in each single level of the hierarchy, respectively.
5.3 Application to 2D Object Localisation
In Chapter 4, a 2D object localisation system was proposed with two main steps: pose es-
timate and edge labelling. HexSHoG descriptor was employed in the process of pose re-
finement and edge labelling. In this section, the details of how to apply the new proposed
descriptor HexBinary in the 2D object localisation system are described. The performance
evaluation compared to HexSHoG is also given in the following section.
5.3.1 Pose Refinement
In the 2D object localisation system, SIFT is applied to give an initial pose estimate of the
detected object located in a cluttered background. HexBinary features of the object’s edge
contour points are then computed to refine the pose estimate, since the edge contour points
anchor a large set of samples which define the structure of the object. These descriptors are
used to specify the relative pose of the object as follows:
1. The edge labels (edgels) of the reference image (black background) and the test image
(cluttered background) are firstly detected by the Canny edge detector, and a morpho-
logical operation is applied to the reference and test edge maps to remove isolated
edgels. This process also eliminates some noise points and renders the detected refer-
ence object edgels more consistent with the detected test object edgels.
2. The reference edgels are projected into the test image based on the initial pose esti-
mation. A small local area of the test image surrounding each reference edgel is then
searched for the test edgel which has the best match to a (corresponding) reference
edgel and which also exceeds a certain matching threshold.
A set of corresponding edgel pairs is generated based on the above steps and used to re-
estimate the pose of the object by means of RANSAC.
5.3.2 Edge Labelling for Object Localisation
The main idea of the edge labelling step is the same as described in the previous chapter.
However, to better utilise the HexBinary descriptor, some details need to be changed. When
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coming to the object boundary points, HexBinary might suffer more background disturbing
than HexSHoG at the boundary points. Therefore, to label the edge points by HexBinary, the
main steps are as follows:
1. For each black-background reference image R1, generate a second reference image R2
with a white background (to allow the boundary descriptors to match over positive or
negative background contrast phases). Detect edgels for both R1 and R2, and transform
the edgel positions into the test image according to the refined pose estimation;
2. Classify each reference object edgel as being an interior edgel or a boundary edgel;
3. For each reference object interior edgel from R1, the best matching test edgel is
searched in a local area in the test image, as in the pose refinement process. If the
match score exceeds a detection threshold, this matched test edgel and its edgel neigh-
bours within 1 pixel distance will be all labeled as test object edgels;
4. For each reference object boundary edgel from R1, the same search process as in Step
3 is implemented, but there is a different strategy to undertake feature extraction, as
described below. This process is repeated again for the corresponding reference object
boundary edgel from R2;
5. A fine-to-coarse approach is used to match the HexBinary features sampling on edgel
locations. Contour edgel matching commences by first matching the highest level of
the grouped HexBinary descriptor, and then proceeding to attempt to match using the
next lower level of the descriptor grouping. If no match is detected at the current
grouping level, and if the descriptors at all (lower grouping) levels have been used
without finding a successful edgel match, then no test object edgel will be labeled to a
corresponding reference edgel.
The idea behind Step 2 above is inspired by [Arbelaez et al., 2011]. In detail, a strong gra-
dient magnitude is more likely to occur at boundary positions. Therefore, χ2 distance is
employed to classify boundary edgels and their corresponding tangential directions. This
process is applied to the reference edgels. In the reference image R1, a local patch, which is
centred on an edge point, is extracted and divided it into two halves in the horizontal direc-
tion. The intensity histogram of each half patch is computed and compared by χ2 distance to
measure the gradient magnitude between the two parts. Each such patch is rotated for every
10 degrees per step in order to find the position where the biggest χ2 for this patch occurs.
When a maximum χ2 is found, and if one of the half patches A1 includes a sufficient number
of background valued pixels, exceeding the number of those found in the other half patch
A2, A1 is deemed to cover pixels from the background, and this edge point is defined as a
reference boundary point on the object. Otherwise it is defined to be a reference edgel inside
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the object. Thereafter, HexBinary descriptors are extracted centred on those interior refer-
ence edgels to serve edgel matching. However, a different approach is taken for reference
boundary edgels: in order to avoid background clutter disrupting descriptors located on the
object bounding contour, the centre of these HexBinary descriptors is displaced in a direction
normal to the edge boundary contour towards the reference object interior by r pixels (side
length of the first level hexagon). This process substantially eliminates background clutter
pixels from object boundary descriptor samples. Descriptors located on bounding contour
edgels within the corresponding search area in the test image are shifted in the same manner
to generate a matching descriptor.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the hypothesis that HexBinary descriptors can provide better pose refinement
performance with less time consumption than HexSHoG in the 2D object localisation system,
the dataset used in [Liu and Siebert, 2014] is employed in this section: For each reference
image from Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI) dataset [Geusebroek et al., 2005],
five corresponding test images are generated by embedding randomly assigned object poses
into five different backgrounds. Therefore, the validation test set comprises 1000 reference
and 5000 test images. The parameters of HexBinary descriptor are empirically set as follows:
The hexagon edge length is 3 pixels and the Gaussian kernel size for smoothing the image
is 9 pixels with standard deviation 2. The matching threshold is 0.2 which is a dissimilarity
threshold as described below in the range of [0 1].
5.4.1 Rotation-Invariant Performance of HexBinary
In order to firstly evaluate the rotation-invariant property of HexBinary descriptor, 20 dif-
ferent reference images are selected randomly from ALOI dataset and the rotated versions
are generated in 1 ◦step over 180 ◦. HexBinary descriptors of the key-points detected by Fast
Corner Detector [Rosten and Drummond, 2006] are extracted and compared to find matches
from the reference image to those of each of its rotated images. The experimental hypoth-
esises of this experiment are: HexBinary descriptor achieves rotation invariance by using
the hexagonal grouping structure of HexSHoG, and the rotation-invariant performance de-
creases with the hierarchical level increasing. The total number of bit differences between
compared binary strings normalised by the bit string length is used as the matching dis-
similarity score which is averaged over the 20 different reference images, and plotted as a
function of rotation. For all the above-proposed descriptors, they show similar performance
results to those in Figure 5.3, illustrating the degree of rotation invariance of three different
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Figure 5.3: The matching results for different HexBinary descriptors as a function of rotation
degree. The difference between two binary descriptors is computed by Hamming Distance.
grouping levels of the second order descriptor SHexBinary from Gaussian filtered images.
The results demonstrate that all the 3 levels of SHexBinary descriptor provide rotation invari-
ance, returning matching (dissimilarity) scores smaller than 0.2 for all compared rotations,
while the performance of all levels of the raw (rotation-variant) descriptors SHexBinary-raw
decreases gradually with increasing compared rotation. It also clearly shows that the lower
level descriptor has better rotation invariance than the higher level descriptor of SHexBinary.
5.4.2 Pose Refinement Performance
As described in the previous chapter, the pose refinement process is based on an initial pose
estimate by using standard SIFT. 5000 test images are tested and only 2892 of these images
are successfully detected by SIFT to provide an initial pose estimate. The failures of initial
pose estimate tend to be due to lack of detected key-points. The pose refinement process
is only applied to those images which provide an initial pose estimate based on each of the
proposed hierarchical HexBinary descriptors in isolation. Following the validation protocol
introduced in the previous chapter, a search range of ±5 pixels gives superior performance
for HexSHoG. Therefore, the same search range for each HexBinary descriptor is used to
make comparisons with HexSHoG. The HexBinary descriptors generated by sampling LoG
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Figure 5.4: Pose refinement performance with 95% confidence interval for the mean pose
error: (a) The level one performance of different hierarchical descriptors; (b) The level two
performance of different hierarchical descriptors; (c) The level three performance of different
hierarchical descriptors.
filtered images are also tested. The edgel displacement error is computed by the distance
between the estimated edgel position and the ground truth edgel position, from which the
mean and the standard deviation of the local edgel displacement error are provided after
pose refinement and corresponding to the initial pose estimate value, for all images whose
pose estimate improved after refinement.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the pose refinement performance as a function of different descriptors,
with the error bars showing 95% confidence interval for the mean pose error of single edgel
position. It is observed in Figure 5.4 that, except in level one, there is at least one HexBinary
descriptor performing statistically significantly better than HexSHoG in other two levels of
the feature hierarchy. In detail, the mean and the standard deviation of the pose error after
pose refinement for different hexagon-based descriptors are described in Table 5.1 and Table
5.2, respectively. The number of improved images after pose refinement for different de-
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Table 5.1: Mean error of single edgel position for each level of descriptor and the corre-
sponding reduced value ∆ from the initial mean error (G FHexB means the first order
HexBinary descriptor generated from Gaussian filtered images; L SHexB means the sec-
ond order HexBinary descriptor generated from LoG filtered images).
Descriptors Level1 ∆1 Level2 ∆2 Level3 ∆3
G FHexB 10.7297 0.5345 0.9023 1.3188 0.6043 1.5178
G SHexB 2.3705 0.4036 0.6399 1.5096 0.4687 1.7259
G CHexB 2.0208 0.4860 0.6373 1.5099 0.4898 1.6978
L FHexB 2.0475 0.6178 0.7049 1.5707 0.4200 1.7901
L SHexB 2.2066 0.5557 0.6809 1.5634 0.4070 1.8031
L CHexB 1.5340 0.9767 0.5822 1.6370 0.3743 1.8327
HexSHoG 0.9008 1.3570 0.7508 1.4612 0.6853 1.5068
scriptors is also provided in Table 5.3. From these tables it is observed that all the proposed
descriptors based on hierarchical hexagon configurations give improved pose refinement,
and that the pose refinement results improve with increasing levels of hierarchical descrip-
tor grouping. Although the first level HexSHoG outperforms all the first level HexBinary
descriptors, as the level of HexBinary grouping increases, HexBinary descriptors give better
performance than HexSHoG. As predicted, the higher level HexBinary is always superior
to the lower level HexBinary in the previous 3 levels. We can see from Table 5.3 that the
third level of G SHexBinary descriptor achieves the largest number of improved images
for pose refinement. However, regarding the results in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, the third
level of the combined descriptor L CHexBinary performs best in terms of the final pose
estimate because it includes both the first order and second order derivatives of the feature
intensity, which provides more information than both FHexBinary and SHexBinary de-
scriptors. The tables also indicate that the descriptors generated from the LoG filtered images
mostly work better than those generated from the Gaussian filtered images in terms of mean
pose error. This might be due to that the Laplacian filter highlights the positions of rapid
intensity change in the image, which leads to a better representation of edge contours by
L HexBinary descriptors.
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Table 5.2: Standard deviation of single edgel position error for each level descriptor and
the corresponding reduced value ∆ from the initial standard deviation. Abbreviations of the
descriptors are defined as the same as in Table 5.1.
Descriptors Level1 ∆1 Level2 ∆2 Level3 ∆3
G FHexB 12.9189 0.0912 2.2734 0.0846 1.3909 0.3558
G SHexB 3.6426 0.0177 1.9085 0.2653 1.1681 1.1439
G CHexB 2.4594 0.0149 1.7439 0.2542 1.2305 1.0427
L FHexB 2.7983 -0.0099 2.4379 0.1373 1.4875 0.6502
L SHexB 3.0726 0.0159 2.0399 0.1334 1.2455 0.8879
L CHexB 2.6506 -0.0048 1.8427 0.2386 0.9965 1.0803
HexSHoG 1.9002 0.1166 1.8327 0.2145 1.7235 0.3265
Table 5.3: Number of improved images after pose refinement. Abbreviations of the descrip-
tors are defined as the same as in Table 5.1.
Descriptors Level1 Level2 Level3
G FHexB 31 2683 2789
G SHexB 766 2800 2826
G CHexB 1258 2795 2815
L FHexB 1060 2088 2734
L SHexB 896 2064 2707
L CHexB 1549 2115 2728
HexSHoG 2598 2685 2720
Timings of computing HexBinary and HexSHoG descriptor are recorded on a computer run-
ning Ubuntu 14.04 (64-bit), with an Intel Core i5 3.10 GHz processor. All the experiments
are implemented in Matlab. The computing time of a single descriptor is given by the av-
erage time of 100 descriptors, and the results are averaged by 20 runs. The computing time
and the descriptor dimension length of 3 different levels of HexBinary and HexSHoG are
illustrated in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5, respectively. From Table 5.4 we can see, HexBinary
descriptor has a clear advantage compared to HexSHoG in each single level. The second
order descriptor SHexBinary computes faster than the first order descriptor FHexBinary
and the combined descriptor CHexBinary, because less number of pair comparisons is
required to generate the binary bits of SHexBinary, which can be clearly observed from
Table 5.5. Regarding each single level of the descriptors respectively, the second order de-
scriptor SHexBinary has the shortest dimension comparing to all the other descriptors, while
HexSHoG has the longest dimension.
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Table 5.4: Computing time for a single descriptor
Timing [ms] Level1 Level2 Level3
FHexBinary 1.10 6.3 46.3
SHexBinary 1 5.4 38.5
CHexBinary 1.13 6.4 47.6
HexSHoG 2 12.7 92.7
Table 5.5: The descriptor dimension length
Descriptors Level1 Level2 Level3
FHexBinary 12 84 588
SHexBinary 9 63 441
CHexBinary 21 147 1029
HexSHoG 56 392 2744
5.4.3 Edge Contour Localisation Performance
In order to illustrate the performance of edge contour localisation clearly, the Receiver Op-
erating Characteristic (ROC) analysis is employed in this section. The ROC curve provides
a clear illustration of how the binary classifier performs according to different thresholds.
The sensitivity is defined to measure the proportion of correctly identified positives over all
the positives, which is also called True Positive Rate (TPR). Likewise, False Positive Rate
(FPR) (also named fall-out) is defined to measure the proportion of wrongly identified pos-
itives, which should be classified as negatives out of all the negatives. In general, the ROC
curve is plotted by the sensitivity as a function of fall-out as Figure 5.5 (a) shows. The closer
the ROC point is to the biggest TPR (equalling 1), and to the smallest FPR (equalling 0), the
better the performance of the classifier is. ROC analysis provides a direct way to make the
optimal decision for the binary classifier. Inspired from the ROC analysis, similar concep-
tions are defined in this section to give a clear illustration of the edge contour localisation
performance.
Because all the HexBinary descriptor variants perform almost equally well in pose refine-
ment, G SHexBinary is employed due to its shorter vector length and best performance in
terms of number of improved images by pose refinement, for edge contour localisation using
a search range= ±3 pixels. In order to evaluate the results, the reference mask is rotated
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Figure 5.5: (a) ROC curve illustration. (b) Distribution of pixel-level localisation: each red
dot represents an edge labelling ROC point, RP vs RN.
according to the ground truth pose information and projected into the test image with 1 pixel
dilation. The number of test edgels inside the mask is termed as NTP and the number of the
labeled test edgels inside the mask is termed as NPL. The number of the reference edgels in-
side the mask is computed as NR, and the number of the labeled test edgels outside the mask
is named as NNL. RP=NPL / NTP is defined as the correct labelling rate, and RN=NNL /
NR is defined as the false labelling rate. They are used to evaluate the pixel-level localisation
performance. RP and RN of each pose-refined image are computed, and the distribution of
them is illustrated in Figure 5.5 (b). With the proposed method, the edge contour labelling
process achieves viable results with the mean RP=0.8654, and the mean RN=0.0314, over
all the pose refined images.
Some representative examples of the object edge contour localisation results are represented
as in Figure 5.6. A number of edgels have been miss-labelled because the background is
similar in appearance to the object, while a number of object edgels detected in the test image
might not have been detected in the reference image due to the edge detector not producing
consistent edge labels between these views, and therefore, inconsistent edge labels will be
missed. If corresponding edgels are not found within the adopted search range, this also
results in missing labels in the test image.
5.5 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, a novel hexagonally sampled and hierarchically composed BS descriptor is
proposed as HexBinary. It is constructed based on Gaussian filtered or LoG filtered images.
The binary bit is computed from comparing the intensity pairs and the pairs of intensity
difference in the hexagonal structure, which generates the first order and the second order
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HexBinary descriptors, respectively. A combined descriptor is also introduced by simply
concatenating the two order HexBinarys. In addition, a complete framework for 2D object
localisation with qualitative and quantitative analysis is also introduced in this chapter by
using HexBinary descriptors based on the system proposed in the previous chapter.
Through the validation performances of pose refinement, HexBinary has demonstrated its ef-
fectiveness and efficiency better than HexSHoG for in-plane transformed images. The com-
puting efficiency of the hexagonal descriptor is mainly improved by replacing computing
SHoG of all the hexagonal vertex-centred patches by only comparing the pairs of the hexag-
onal vertexes, which also leads to much faster feature matching with shorter descriptors.
Moreover, the 2D object localisation system achieves promising performance with adding
extra process to reduce the background influence when extracting the HexBinary descriptors
at boundary edges.
Both the previous chapter and this chapter have demonstrated that local feature descriptors
of edge points extracted in a hexagonal structure have the capability to represent well the
local information around edges. However, the recursive process of constructing such hi-
erarchy produces an excessive level of redundancy with the hierarchical level increasing.
Furthermore, the parameters used for generating the descriptors are determined based on the
published empirical results, which might limit the power of the hexagonal structure. To better
contribute to local feature extraction based on the hexagonal structure, in the next chapter,
a new hexagonal grouping structure and a discriminative learning work of the parameters
will be introduced based on the construction of HexBinary. Moreover, the new proposed de-
scriptors will also be evaluated based on the application of object pose estimate by matching
features of sparse corner points.
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Figure 5.6: Pose estimate and edge contour localisation examples: The first column shows
reference contour projection based on initial pose estimate by SIFT. The second column
displays reference contour projection based on refined pose estimate by G SHexBinary3.





In the previous two chapters, two rotation-invariant local feature descriptors: HexSHoG and
HexBinary, were proposed based on the same hexagonal grouping structure. They are both
applied in the proposed 2D object localisation system and achieve promising performances.
However, as the level of hierarchical grouping increases, the central part of the feature sup-
port region is repeatedly overlapped, which results in the same information being repeated
within the descriptor many times, producing an excessive level of redundancy. Therefore, in
this chapter, a new hexagonal grouping structure is introduced to reduce the frequency of
overlap of the same image area during hierarchical grouping, and two new hexagon-based
binary descriptors (HBDs) are proposed using this new grouping mechanism. A parameter
learning process for the proposed HBD is also implemented. The new descriptors are eval-
uated in a pose estimate application and achieve competitive performance compared to the
state-of-the-art descriptors.
6.1 Motivation and Objective
HexBinary descriptors employ a hierarchical grouping mechanism which combines vectors
representing overlapping image regions to improve the feature’s discriminability. However,
this approach can result in repeated overlapping of the same local image area to produce
excessive redundancy, thereby degrading the descriptor’s performance. In addition, the pa-
rameters used to compute HexBinary are based on the empirical results according to the pub-
lished feature BRIEF [Calonder et al., 2010]. Since the structure of HexBinary is different
from any other descriptors, it is necessary to determine the appropriate parameters specific




Figure 6.1: The first level hexagonal structure for generating HexBinary descriptors. The
black circle G is the Gaussian window for smoothing, and the red edge r is the edge length
of the basic hexagon.
parameters need to be considered before computing HexBinary descriptors as illustrated in
Figure 6.1 : 1) The edge length of the basic hexagon r at the first level: The hexagon hierar-
chy is generated by joining more basic hexagons as the level of grouping increases. The edge
length of the basic hexagon will directly affect the capability of the descriptor to represent
local patterns; 2) The standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel and its support region size:
It is always the first step to smooth the input image to reduce irrelevant detail and image
noise before the further image processing, i.e., set the level in image scale-space on which
the system is operating. The standard deviation of the smoothing kernel defines the degree
to which the image will be blurred. An appropriate kernel support region size must be com-
puted according to the Gaussian standard deviation in order to represent this convolution
kernel accurately.
Motivated by these, in this chapter, a new sampling structure of generating the hexagonal
hierarchy is proposed to reduce the excessively redundant information produced during the
grouping steps. The corresponding parameters of constructing the hierarchical structure are
also learned to improve the feature distinctiveness. Based on the new proposed structure,
two new HBDs are introduced as Hexagon-based Intensity Difference Binary (HexIDB) and
Hexagon-based Local Difference Binary (HexLDB). They are also compared to the state-of-
the-art descriptors in pose estimate application.
6.2 Approach
In this section, the details of how the new descriptors are generated based on the new sam-
pling structure are described.
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6.2.1 Sampling Structure
The sampling structure used for computing the second level of HexBinary is illustrated in
Figure 6.2 (a). The red ? indicates the feature point position, and the descriptor for this
feature point is computed from the neighboured regions in the hexagonal structure. In the
previous chapter, the validation of HexBinary descriptors has demonstrated that this hierar-
chy, up to the third level, is a good trade off between descriptor matching effectiveness and
efficiency. Therefore, in this chapter, the hierarchy is also only considered up to the third
level.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: (a) is the second level structure of generating HexBinary. (b) is the new proposed
structure of the third level hexagonal descriptor. The red star point represents the key-point
position where to sample the local descriptor. The arrow illustrates the dominant orienta-
tion of the local region around the key-point. The first level hexagonal grouping structure
comprises the basic hexagon centred at the red ?, and the sampling positions for generating
binary strings are taken from the hexagon centre and the vertexes. The second level hexag-
onal structure now covers more image area around the key-point since six more hexagon
centres are sampled as shown in blue +, which are sampled at different positions in (a) and
(b). For the third level descriptor, another 12 more hexagon centres as shown in yellow4 in
(b) are computed together with the previous 7 hexagon centres around the key-point, while
in (a), 7 second level structures will be constructed centred on the red ? and blue +. All
the black points indicate the sampling positions according to the corresponding hexagonal
centre positions.
The sampling structure used to construct three levels of HexBinary descriptors is summarised
as follows: A hexagon of defined size is constructed centred on the feature point p, so in total
7 points are sampled at: the 6 vertexes and the central location of the hexagon. For the first
level HexBinary descriptor termed as HexBinary1 of p, the binary bits are computed from
the 7 sampling points in this single hexagon. For the second level descriptor HexBinary2, the
7 sampling positions of the hexagon are treated as 7 feature points. The HexBinary1 descrip-
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tors comprising 7 feature points are similarly computed, and are then concatenated together
to form the second level descriptor of p. Similarly, the third level descriptor HexBinary3 of
p is generated by concatenating the HexBinary2 descriptors of the 7 feature points likewise
computed, as described above. Therefore, as the grouping level of the descriptor increases,
the information around the 7 sampling positions will be repeatedly overlapped. Although
overlapped-sampling can improve the stability of a local descriptor, repeated overlapping
will eventually result in excessively redundant information being accumulated, which de-
creases the discriminability of the feature descriptor. To address the issue of redundant in-
formation when generating higher level descriptors, the new proposed hexagonal structure is
constructed as in Figure 6.2 (b). The details of how to compute a three level hierarchy are
now presented in the following steps:
1. Localise the key-point position, and compute the dominant orientation of the local area
around this key-point according to the method introduced in Chapter 5;
2. According to the dominant orientation and the given edge length of the hexagon, the
sampling positions of the basic hexagon vertexes are determined. Then the first level
hexagonal descriptor can be computed according to the binary descriptor generation
mechanism that will be introduced in the later subsection;
3. Sample another 6 positions to be the new hexagon centres as the blue + shown in
Figure 6.2 (b). These new hexagon centres are not the 6 vertexes of the basic hexagon
generated in first level, which is the main difference from the HexBinary structure in
Figure 6.2 (a). Each new hexagon shares an edge with the basic hexagon centred at the
key-point;
4. The second level hexagonal descriptor is generated by concatenating the 7 binary de-
scriptors extracted based on the 7 basic hexagons according to the grouping mechanism
introduced in Chapter 5;
5. Sample 12 more positions to be the new hexagon centres as the yellow 4 in Figure
6.2 (b). This is the similar process as step 3. which also differs from the HexBinary
structure;
6. Concatenate these first level descriptors extracted centred on the 19 basic hexagons to
generate the third level hierarchical descriptor.
Throughout the above steps, the higher level descriptors are generated by extending the fea-
ture area without repeatedly overlapping the central area for too many times, while in the
HexBinary hierarchical structure, the overlap frequency of the central area is increased as
the grouping level of the hierarchy increases. For instance, the blue + areas in Figure 6.2
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(a) are repeatedly overlapped by 7 times for constructing the second level descriptor and
49 times for the third level descriptor, while the same positions in Figure 6.2 (b) are only
overlapped 3 times for all the higher level descriptors over the first level. The pseudocode to
generate the new hierarchical HBDs is presented in Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9 Generation of New Hierarchical HBD Descriptor
p0(x, y): feature point
θ0: local dominant orientation centred at p0
L: defined edge length of the basic hexagon
Vi(x, y)(i← 1, 2...6): vertex positions of the basic hexagon
ts← pi/3
for i← 1 : 6 do
tv ← (i− 1)ts+ θ0
Vi(x)← p0(x) + L× cos(tv)
Vi(y)← p0(y) + L× sin(tv)
end for
Compute the first level descriptor HBD10 for feature point p0
for i← 1 : 6 do
tv ← (i− 1)ts+ θ0 + pi/6
pi(x)← p0(x) + 2L× cos(pi/6)× cos(tv)
pi(y)← p0(y) + 2L× cos(pi/6)× sin(tv)
end for
Compute the first level descriptor HBD1i for pi(i← 1, 2...6)
Generate the second level descriptor HBD20 for feature point p0
HBD20 ← HBD10,HBD11, ...,HBD16
for i← 7 : 12 do
tv ← (i− 7)ts+ θ0
pi(x)← p0(x) + 3L× cos(tv)
pi(y)← p0(y) + 3L× sin(tv)
end for
for i← 13 : 18 do
tv ← (i− 13)ts+ θ0 + pi/6
pi(x)← p0(x) + 4L× cos(pi/6)× cos(tv)
pi(y)← p0(y) + 4L× cos(pi/6)× sin(tv)
end for
Compute the first level descriptor HBD1i for pi(i← 7, 8...18)
Generate the third level descriptor HBD30 for feature point p0
HBD30 ← HBD10,HBD11, ...,HBD118
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6.2.2 Descriptor Generation
In the previous chapter, three different HexBinary descriptors were generated based on Gaus-
sian smoothed images, which are based on the first order, the second order and the combina-
tion of the two orders of the image intensity, respectively. Although the combined descriptor
CHexBinary (concatenating FHexBinary (first order HexBinary) and SHexBinary (second or-
der HexBinary) together, details in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5) achieves the best performance
of pose refinement in terms of mean pose error, it has the longest feature vector which con-
sumes more time for computing and matching. SHexBinary has the shortest feature vector
and obtains the biggest number of improved images after pose refinement. Therefore, to
evaluate the new structure, the binary coding mechanism for generating the second order









Figure 6.3: The first level structure of the hexagon-based hierarchical descriptor. The ar-
row indicates the local dominant orientation. The two sampling vertexes of the hexagonal
structure are aligned with the local dominant orientation.
A first level structure of HBD defined according to the dominant orientation is shown in
Figure 6.3. The image is first filtered by a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation σ, and
the smoothed intensity values sampled at the hexagon centre and vertexes are denoted by
Ii(i=0,1,...6). Then the first level descriptor is computed by comparing the intensity differ-
ences. The binary bit τ of the descriptor is corresponding to :
τ (D; i, j) =
{
1 if Di < Dj
0 otherwise,
(6.1)
where(Di,Dj) is a spatially adjacent pair of intensity difference, e.g., (Di = I1 − I0,Dj =
I0 − I4;Di = I1 − I6,Dj = I2 − I1). Then 9 pairs of (Di,Dj) in the hexagon are selected
to generate a 9-bit binary string as the first level descriptor. When going up to the higher
level descriptor, each new constructed hexagon in the structure will generate a first level
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descriptor, and they are concatenated together to form the higher level descriptor. This new
generated hierarchical descriptor based on hexagonal structure is termed as Hexagon-based
Intensity Difference Binary (HexIDB).
Similarly, another new descriptor Hexagon-based Local Difference Binary HexLDB is pro-
posed by comparing not only the intensity difference, but also the gradient difference. This
is similar to but slightly different from Local Difference Binary (LDB) descriptor proposed
in [Yang and Cheng, 2012]. LDB generates a 3-bit vector by comparing the differences of
the local average intensity, gradients in x and y directions between the pair of grids, respec-
tively. In this chapter, the gradient information is also considered but without being divided
into x and y directions. A gradient map is computed, then the comparison pair (Di,Dj) in
Function 6.1 could be the gradient difference pair, e.g., (Di = G1 − G0,Dj = G0 − G4).
Gi(i=0,1,...6) represents the gradient value of the sampling position. Therefore, for each
pair comparison, a 2-bit vector is generated, and in each level of the Hierarchy, HexLDB
will have double length of the vector than HexIDB. The descriptor length and the number of
sampling fields of SHexBinary and the new proposed HBDs are illustrated in Table 6.1, from
which we can see, the new HBDs sample ∼61% fewer fields for the third level descriptor
with shorter length.
Table 6.1: The descriptor length (L) and the number of sampling fields (N )
L | N Level1 Level2 Level3
SHexBinary 9 | 7 63 | 49 441 | 343
HexIDB 9 | 7 63 | 49 171 | 133
HexLDB 18 | 7 126 | 49 342 | 133
6.3 Performance of Rotation Invariance
To evaluate the hypothesis that the new HBDs have better rotation invariance than HexBinary
with less redundant information, an experiment is implemented to compare the performances
of matching local feature descriptors between the new HBDs and HexBinary. The matching
criteria is to find the Nearest Neighbour (NN) and the measurement of the matching perfor-
mance is referred as RecognitionRate, which is defined in the same way as in [Calonder
et al., 2010]. RecognitionRate is computed as follows: Firstly, N key-points are detected in
the reference image, and N corresponding Key-points are inferred in the test image accord-
ing to the ground-truth geometric relation between the two images. Secondly, compute the
2N key-point descriptors by the method under consideration, and for each descriptor in the
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Figure 6.4: RecognitionRates of different level comparisons among SHexBinary, HexIDB
and HexLDB. The comparison of each single level is illustrated from (a) to (c), respectively.
reference image, find its NN in the test image. Then RecognitionRate is given by Cn/N ,
where Cn is the number of correct matches.
In order to have a fair comparison for the descriptors having different structures and coding
mechanisms, the edge length of the basic hexagon and the Gaussian smoothing kernel size
are set all the same for different descriptors. The edge length is 3, and the Gaussian kernel
size is 9×9 with sigma 2, which are the parameters used in the previous chapter. The Graffiti
image, which will be shown in Figure 6.5, is employed for this evaluation. The first image
of Graffiti sequence is rotated from 0 to 180 degrees in regular steps to generate the rotated
images. FAST detector [Rosten et al., 2010] is employed to find the key-points in the original
image, and the corresponding points in the rotated images are inferred by the ground truth
information.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the rotation-invariant performances of different descriptors with dif-
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ferent levels. Since the structure of the first level hexagonal descriptor is all the same for
SHexBinary, HexIDB and HexLDB, Figure 6.4 (a) clearly indicates that SHexBinary1 per-
forms equally to HexIDB1 while HexLDB1 performs dramatically better because of its en-
richment with the second order gradient comparison information. As shown in Figure 6.4
(b), though all of the three second level descriptors demonstrate impressive rotation-invariant
performances, HexIDB2 performs better than SHexBinary2, and HexLDB2 performs the best.
When the structure goes up to the third level, the three descriptors illustrate similar excellent
performances which are demonstrated in Figure 6.4 (c). According to these performances,
the new proposed HBDs have illustrated the superiority to SHexBinary in terms of rotation
invariance. Moreover, adding gradient comparison information into the descriptor rather
than only using intensity comparison information can improve the rotation invariance of the
local feature descriptor.
6.4 Parameter Learning of HBD
Good feature descriptors always rely on the good collaboration amongst their critical param-
eters. For HBD (HexIDB and HexLDB in this chapter), the essential parameters are: the
edge length of the basic hexagon, the standard deviation σ, and support size of the Gaussian
sampling kernel. These parameters will be comprehensively investigated by matching local
features, which is described in the following subsections.
6.4.1 Dataset
The experiment is performed on the well-known and publicly available image dataset from
[Mikolajczyk et al., 2005] as shown in Figure 6.5. The images contained in this dataset
include typical image disturbances occurring in real-world scenarios, such as:
• viewpoint changes: Graffiti and Wall;
• image blur: Bikes and Trees;
• compression artifacts: Jpg;
• illumination changes: Light.
For each sequence, the test is designed to match the first image to the 5 remaining ones to
get 5 pairs of matching cases sorted in order of ascending difficulty. Therefore, pair 1|6 is
much harder to match than pair 1|2 for each sequence.
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Graﬃ%	   Wall	   Bikes	  
Trees	   Light	  Jpg	  
Figure 6.5: Image sequences: each sequence has 6 images, and only the first and the last
images are illustrated. From the second to the sixth image, the difficulty in matching to the
first image increases progressively.
6.4.2 Parameter Learning
The parameters of HBDs are evaluated by local feature matching. The measurement of the
matching performance is still RecognitionRate and the matching criterion is to find NN,
which was introduced in Section 6.3. Any local feature detector can be employed to indicate
where to extract the HBD. FAST is an efficient detector which is employed in this section.
In the previous chapter, the edge length of the single hexagon is 3, and the Gaussian kernel
size is 9× 9 with σ = 2. When one of the parameters is tested, all the other parameters need
to be fixed. For instance, when learning the Gaussian standard deviation σ, the edge length
is set as 3, and the Gaussian kernel size is 9× 9. The learning range of different parameters
is shown in Table 6.2. All the parameter learning process is implemented on the third level
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descriptors, because higher level descriptors have more distinctiveness than the lower level
descriptors.
Table 6.2: The learning range of different parameters
Parameters Learning Range
Sigma 0.2−4.2
Kernel size 13× 13− 23× 23 pixels
Edge length 1−8 pixels
For the new proposed HBDs, the Gaussian standard deviation Sigma is tested in the range
of [0.2, 4.2]. The RecognitionRate performances of the third level descriptors according to
different sigmas are illustrated in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. From the two figures we can see,
for each pair matching, the RecognitionRate is gradually improved with the sigma increas-
ing, but it declines with the pair matching difficulty increasing for each image sequence. For
both descriptors, the performance goes to be relatively constant when sigma reaches between
[3, 4.2] for all the matching pairs. Therefore, sigma as 3.4 is chosen as a good compromise
value to reduce the sensitivity to the noise while retaining the distinctive structure to achieve
stable descriptors. Figure 6.9 demonstrates the performance of 3 level descriptors of HexIDB
and HexLDB with sigma=3.4. It clearly shows that higher level descriptors perform better
than lower level descriptors because of their bigger covering area including more distinctive
information. For Graffiti, Wall, Light and Jpg sequences, HexLDB always performs superior
to HexIDB. However, the two sequences with blurring issues: Bikes and Trees, give different
results. With the descriptor level increasing, HexLDB gradually loses its advantage of in-
cluding gradient comparison information and when the matching pair goes to be harder ones
such as Bikes 1|6, the gradient comparison information appears to disadvantage the HexLDB
descriptor. This indicates that the gradient information in the image is greatly reduced when
the image is significantly blurred, which results in gradient signals with a poor SNR.
According to the above analysis, in the later experiments for learning a proper Gaussian
kernel size, sigma is defined as 3.4. All the learning results of the Gaussian kernel size
are illustrated in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. 10 different kernel sizes are tested on the
six image sequences with HexIDB3 and HexLDB3 descriptors, respectively. From Figure
6.10 and Figure 6.11 we can see, the performances keep relatively stable when the kernel
size changes between 13 × 13 and 23 × 23. Then kernel size 17 × 17 is selected for later
parameter learning. Figure 6.12 shows the performance of 3 different levels of HexIDB and
HexLDB, and illustrates consistent performances as in Figure 6.9.
After fixing the values of the Gaussian kernel size and the standard deviation, the experi-
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ments for learning the hexagon edge length are implemented and the results are shown in
Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14. It is observed in these two figures that, there is no significant
difference when the edge length goes between [3, 8] for most images. In the cases of the
two blurred images, Bikes and Trees, the larger edge length performs better than smaller
edge length, particularly when the image pair is harder to match using more deeply blurred
sequences. This may be because the deeply blurred images loose more high frequency in-
formation which makes the local point indistinct within a small area. For all the later exper-
iments, an edge length of 3 pixels is employed to construct the hexagonal structure for local
binary descriptors. With the learned parameters shown in Table 6.3, the performances of 3
different levels of HexIDB and HexLDB are illustrated in Figure 6.15 that shows consistent
results as in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.12.
Table 6.3: The learned values of different parameters for constructing the hexagonal struc-
ture.
Parameter Sigma Kernel Size Edge Length
Learned value 3.4 17× 17 3
6.4.3 Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the hypothesis that the new descriptors can provide competitive distinc-
tiveness compared to the state-of-the-art descriptors, the performance of local feature match-
ing by HBDs (including SHexBinary3, HexIDB3, HexLDB3 in this experiment) using the
parameters in Table 6.3 is compared to the performance of the state-of-the-art descriptors,
FREAK [Alahi et al., 2012] and SIFT [Lowe, 2004]. HBDs are claimed to have rotation
invariance by directly constructing the sampling structure according to the local dominant
orientation. There is no need to pre-rotate the local patch to align with the local dominant
orientation, which is the conventional standard way to achieve rotation invariance. In order
to have a fair comparison, scale and orientation are not considered in this test. FREAK, SIFT
and HBD have all been coupled to the FAST detector for single scale experiments and termed
as U-desciptor, which indicates that they do not normalise the descriptor orientation. Since
SIFT is a multi-scale detected feature, for clarity, SIFT without rotation and scale-invariant
property is termed as USO-SIFT.
Figure 6.16 illustrates the matching performance of each image pair with different descrip-
tors. It is observed that on all the image sequence pairs except Graffiti, U-HBD and USO-
SIFT both perform better than U-FREAK. U-HexLDB3 always outperforms U-HexIDB3 on
image sequences of Graffiti and Wall. They achieve quite similar results on Light and Jpg
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image pairs, and also on the first three image pairs of Bikes and Trees sequences. For the
harder-to-match pairs of Bikes and Trees, U-HexLDB3 loses its advantage of utilising gradi-
ent comparison information. U-SHexBinary3 gives inferior performance to U-HexLDB3 and
U-HexIDB3 for almost all the image pairs, which confirms the improvement of distinctive-
ness for the new proposed hexagonal grouping structure. USO-SIFT achieves similar per-
formance to U-HexLDB3 and U-HexIDB3 for most matching pairs comprising Light, Bikes,
and Jpg sequences. For the remainder of the sequences, its performance is always inferior to
that of U-HexLDB3.
6.5 Application to Pose Estimate
In this section, the new descriptors with the learned parameters are evaluated on the pose es-
timate application, which employs the same system as described in Section 4.3.1 in Chapter
4, with the hypothesis that the new proposed descriptors can achieve competitive perfor-
mance in terms of pose estimate compared to the state-of-the-art descriptors, such as SIFT.
Because the task is focused on the pose estimate rather than object detection, each test image
with the object of interest in a cluttered background is directly matched to the corresponding
reference image with the object of interest in pure black background. Therefore, one-to-one
image matching is implemented to detect the object via the GHT, and a pose estimate is
obtained by means of the RANSAC algorithm.
The pose estimate performance is evaluated by computing the mean and standard deviation
(SD) of the pose errors of all the detected objects. The precise location of the edge contours
of the reference object in the test image can be obtained according to the recorded ground-
truth information, which specifies the rotation and translation used to embed the reference
object pixels into a background image. Similarly, according to the recovered pose estimate
using the system, the estimated object edge positions could be labelled by projecting the
reference edge positions into the test image. The Euclidean distance between the estimated
position and the ground-truth position of each reference edge point is computed to yield a
pose estimate error for each matched edge location.
Five different features are tested, which are, standard SIFT (SIFT), SIFT without scale in-
variance (US-SIFT), SHexBinary3, HexIDB3 and HexLDB3. Except SIFT, which employs
its own feature detector to afford scale-invariant matching, all the other features are sampled
at locations defined by key-points detected by FAST detector at a single scale. In addition,
5000 synthetic images are tested to match to the corresponding 1000 referent images, which
is from ALOI dataset as used in the previous two chapters. The object detection and the pose
estimate results are given in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5.
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Table 6.4: Numeric distribution of images detected within a given pose error range (pixels)
and the corresponding error ranges.
Error Range (pixel) 0-0.5 0.5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-Inf
SIFT 270 355 350 359 1348 108 44 146
US − SIFT 2787 387 165 179 69 40 22 132
SHexBinary3 2767 522 182 85 83 52 21 1163
HexIDB3 2401 471 176 92 88 51 38 1036
HexLDB3 2570 465 175 84 113 50 33 607
Table 6.5: Number of images successfully detected with a pose error of less than 5 pixels,
and their corresponding pose error Mean (Mean) and Standard Deviation (SD) in pixels.
Descriptor SIFT US-SIFT SHexBinary3 HexIDB3 HexLDB3
Number 2834 3649 3712 3317 3490
Mean 1.9241 0.4209 0.4726 0.5295 0.5207
SD 0.9560 0.6541 0.6731 0.7489 0.7375
In Table 6.4, the number of detected images having the corresponding pose error is accumu-
lated in different error ranges for each descriptor. Most of the detected images have the pose
error less than 5 pixels for all the descriptors examined. Since it is a one-to-one image match,
to better compare the performance of different descriptors, each detected image having pose
error bigger than 5 pixels is defined as a failed detection. The Number of successfully de-
tected images in Table 6.5 only accounts for the images with pose error smaller than 5 pixels,
based on which, the Mean and SD of the pose error through the images are computed for each
descriptor, respectively. Accordingly, the mean pose error result is also illustrated as a func-
tion of different descriptors in Figure 6.6, with error bars showing 95% confidence interval
for the mean. It can be clearly seen from Figure 6.6 that, the standard SIFT performs statisti-
cally significantly worse than US-SIFT and three HBDs, while US-SIFT performs best with
statistically significant difference from all the other descriptors under consideration.
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Figure 6.6: Pose estimate performance with error bars showing 95% confidence interval for
the mean pose error based on the results given in Table 6.5.
In detail, it is clearly shown in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 that, US-SIFT achieves the best per-
formance in terms of the mean pose error and has the biggest number of images having pose
error less than half pixel, while SHexBinary3 has the biggest number of images successfully
detected. SHexBinary3 also has the least mean error and the biggest number of images hav-
ing less than half pixel pose error among the three binary descriptors, however, it has the
biggest number of detected images defined as failed examples. The test images do not have
scale changes from the reference images, which might be the reason for SIFT exhibiting in-
ferior results to all of the other descriptors. Due to multi-scale detection being applied in this
case, the associated Hough parameter space needs one more dimension to be able to detect
objects, compared to the Hough space generated for the other single scale descriptors, which
leads to lower pose estimate accuracy. HexLDB3 works slightly better than HexIDB3 due to
the extra comparison information from the gradient map. In summary, US-SIFT and HBDs
have statistically significantly better performance than SIFT in terms of pose estimate, which
can be clearly observed in Figure 6.6, exhibiting close results with an error of approximately
half a pixel.
6.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter introduces a new hexagonal grouping structure, which is designed primarily
to reduce excessively redundant information during the hierarchical grouping progress, by
decreasing the overlap frequency of sampled image regions. Based on the new structure, two
new hexagon-based binary descriptors (HBDs): HexIDB and HexLDB, are generated. More-
over, the parameters used to construct HBDs are learned based on matching local features
of the well-known image set, which is a standard choice for evaluating the performance of
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local feature descriptors. By using the learned parameters, the new proposed HBDs are then
compared to the state-of-the-art descriptors based on the application of object pose estimate.
During the process of generating new HBDs, the new hexagonal grouping structure produces
shorter feature vectors for the third level of the hierarchical feature descriptor with fewer re-
peatedly sampled regions, as compared to the structure of generating HexBinary descriptors.
A gradient map is also employed to generate the descriptor binary bits in the same way as
the intensity map is encoded. However, it is not a wise choice to use the gradient map when
the gradient information representing image features has a low SNR. From the results of
object pose estimate we can see, although the parameters used in this application are not
learned from the training data, HBDs still produce much better performance than the stan-
dard SIFT and show competitive performance compared to US-SIFT with around a half-pixel
mean pose error, without any subsequent pose refinement step. Based on this result, direct
edge labelling can be implemented and also optimised by parameter learning in the future
investigation.
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Figure 6.7: RecognitionRate performance of the third level descriptors: HexIDB3 and
HexLDB3, with the changes of the standard deviation of the Gaussian smoothing kernel.
Each image pair has 11 colour bars to represent the correct matching rates with 11 different
sigmas. The matching difficulty of the pairs is increasing from left to right of each figure.
The left column shows the performances with HexIDB3. The right column shows the perfor-
mances with HexLDB3.
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Figure 6.8: RecognitionRate performance of the third level descriptors: HexIDB3 and
HexLDB3, with the changes of the standard deviation of the Gaussian smoothing kernel.
Each image pair has 11 colour bars to represent the correct matching rates with 11 different
sigmas. The matching difficulty of the pairs is increasing from left to right of each figure.
The left column shows the performances with HexIDB3. The right column shows the perfor-
mances with HexLDB3.
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Figure 6.9: RecognitionRate performance with Gaussian sigma=3.4. For each image pair,
the performances of 3 different levels of HexIDB and HexLDB descriptors are illustrated.
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Figure 6.10: RecognitionRate performance of the third level descriptors: HexIDB3 and
HexLDB3, with σ = 3.4 and the kernel size varying. Each image pair has 10 colour bars
to represent the correct matching rates with 10 different kernel sizes. The matching diffi-
culty of the pairs is increasing from left to right of each figure. The left column shows the
performances with HexIDB3. The right column shows the performances with HexLDB3.
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Figure 6.11: RecognitionRate performance of the third level descriptors: HexIDB3 and
HexLDB3, with σ = 3.4 and the kernel size varying. Each image pair has 10 colour bars
to represent the correct matching rates with 10 different kernel sizes. The matching diffi-
culty of the pairs is increasing from left to right of each figure. The left column shows the
performances with HexIDB3. The right column shows the performances with HexLDB3.
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Figure 6.12: RecognitionRate performance with Gaussian sigma=3.4, kernel size=17 ×
17. For each image pair, the performances of 3 different levels of HexIDB and HexLDB
descriptors are illustrated.
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Figure 6.13: RecognitionRate performance of the third level descriptors: HexIDB3 and
HexLDB3, with σ = 3.4 and the kernel size = 17 × 17. There are 8 different colour bars
representing the hexagon edge length changing in the range of [1,8]. The matching diffi-
culty of the pairs is increasing from left to right of each figure. The left column shows the
performances with HexIDB3. The right column shows the performances with HexLDB3.
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Figure 6.14: RecognitionRate performance of the third level descriptors: HexIDB3 and
HexLDB3, with σ = 3.4 and the kernel size = 17 × 17. There are 8 different colour bars
representing the hexagon edge length changing in the range of [1,8]. The matching diffi-
culty of the pairs is increasing from left to right of each figure. The left column shows the
performances with HexIDB3. The right column shows the performances with HexLDB3.
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Figure 6.15: RecognitionRate performance with Gaussian sigma=3.4, kernel size=17 ×
17, hexagon edge length=3. For each image pair, the performances of 3 different levels of
HexIDB and HexLDB descriptors are illustrated.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, the research in this thesis is brought to a conclusion with the achievements
and limitations addressed. In addition, future work based on this thesis is also presented.
7.1 Thesis Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate the method to localise the object in the im-
age with the edge contours labelled. Though matching linear edge contour features provides
a straightforward method to label the detected object, linear edge contour detection is a diffi-
cult task especially for cluttered natural images. To avoid the influence of linear edge contour
detection and reduce the interruption from the image background, edge contour points rather
than linear edge contours can be used for localising objects, as an alternative method to utilise
the diagnostic feature of the object shape. Edge detection is a non-trivial problem in digital
image analysis, however, it is simpler to detect than linear edge contours. Accordingly, new
feature descriptors that are rotation-invariant and fast to compute of edge contour points must
also be investigated. As a consequence, the main objective of this thesis is expanded into the
following objectives:
• Extract local feature descriptors which can be fast to compute and robust to represent
local edge features;
• Construct an object localisation system with labelling the edge contour points of the
detected object in the image.
Inspired from the successful applications of hierarchical feature extraction and hexagonal
structure sampling for image analysis, advantages of rotational symmetry and sampling ef-
ficiency of the hexagonal structure are utilised in this thesis to generate hierarchical feature
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descriptors with distinctiveness and rotation invariance. Moreover, a 2D object localisation
system based on matching features of edge contour points is also proposed in this thesis.
7.2 Contributions
Based on the work to achieve the thesis objectives, the main contributions of this thesis can
be summarised as follows:
• Two different kinds of hierarchical grouping structure are proposed by sampling lo-
cal patches in the hexagonal structure, which can be combined with different coding
methods to generate appropriate hierarchical descriptors;
• Two different feature coding methods: histogram of oriented gradients and binary
string, are employed to combine with the two proposed hexagonal structures, and gen-
erate a set of rotation-invariant hierarchical feature descriptors that can be applied at
both edges and corners;
• A new method to achieve rotation invariance for local feature descriptors is proposed,
by taking advantage of rotational symmetry of the hexagonal structure rather than pre-
rotating and resampling the feature receptive field, which improves the computing
efficiency of generating rotation-invariant feature descriptors;
• A 2D object localisation system is introduced by matching features of edge contour
points rather than shape contours in a constrained search area, with a fine-to-coarse
matching mechanism, which can decrease the false matching rate associated with di-
rectly matching edge points from the model to the unknown images.
7.3 Future Work
According to the work presented in this thesis, there are still some challenges left that can be
further investigated. The limitations and potential extensions of the work are summarised as
follows:
7.3.1 Out-of-Plane Application
The 2D object localisation system is currently limited for the in-plane application. It can also
be extended to localise the edge contours of objects having out-of-plane transformations. An
initial investigation of the robot’s gripper localisation is implemented based on the system
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introduced in this thesis, and the results are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The two images show
the results of edge labelling for the gripper under 3◦ and 5◦ of out-of-plane rotation, respec-
tively. Although the proposed system has not been specifically designed to be invariant to
out-of-plane rotations, it is still able to make a reasonable attempt at matching and localising
the grippers edge contours when the appearance of the gripper has been deformed within a
small range of pixels. In order to deal with better the out-of-plane applications, more of the
view-sphere of the target object should be sampled to construct an appropriate set of training
data representing the set of expected prior poses. How densely the view-sphere needs to be
sampled is dependent on the base-line between sampled views and the discriminability of the
employed features. If the projective 3D pose transformation between views can be estimated
accurately, then this can serve to constrain the match search area as in the in-plane search
currently employed in this thesis.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.1: Edge contour localisation for the out-of-plane application: (a) a robot gripper
under 3◦ of out-of-plane rotation ; (b) a robot gripper with 5◦ of out-of-plane rotation.
7.3.2 2D Object Localisation Using Features of Pure Edge Con-
tours
The 2D object localisation system can also be implemented by employing features of pure
edge contours. The proposed descriptors in this thesis are actually region-based and are
inevitably distracted by background information when they are sampled at the object bound-
aries. The straightforward method to reduce the interference from background is to use
features only containing pure edge information, though this should also rely on the detection
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result of pure edge contours.
P
Figure 7.2: Compute a shape context: pick out all the edge points of a contour, and then for
the edge point p on the contour, compute its relative distance and angle to all the other points
to generate a histogram, which is defined as the shape context of point p.
To give an initial investigation of representing local features by using pure edge information,
shape context [Belongie et al., 2002] is employed in the localisation system to represent
the features extracted at edge contour points. The main idea of computing a shape context
descriptor is concluded in Figure 7.2 and the localisation results are illustrated in Figure 7.3.
HexLDB3 (introduced in Chapter 6) descriptor is used to estimate the pose transformation,
which is good enough to give a projection of the reference object edge map into the test
image. The projection is very close to the true target object silhouette as Figure 7.3 (d)
shows. Consequently, the shape context descriptors are computed at the edge points in both
the projected edge map and the test edge map. Only edge contour samples containing more
than 7 edge points connecting to the sampling centre are considered to compute a shape
context descriptor. After computing the shape context descriptor, the same pipeline for edge
matching within a local search range is implemented as described in Section 5.3.2. If a
matched point is defined as an object edge point, the corresponding contour fragment used to
compute the shape context descriptor of that point is also defined as the contour of the object.
The final labelling results are demonstrated in Figure 7.3 (e) (f). Though shape context
used as a local descriptor tends to lose distinctiveness because it was originally designed to
represent the global shape contour of an object, the performance of the edge labelling can
still indicate that the proposed 2D object localisation system is sufficiently flexible to be
integrated with different kinds of feature descriptors.
7.3.3 Develop A Semantic Contour Detector
In the example of Figure 7.3, one of the limitations to compute a stronger shape context de-
scriptor is the contour length. Longer contours can provide better distinctiveness by comput-
ing more relative information between points. However, for natural images, it is challenging
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to achieve smoothly semantic contours. Though certain morphological operations, such as
dilation and erosion, could fill breaks and connect contours, they cannot determine whether
the new connected contour is a semantically meaningful contour from the target object or
from a noisy background, which might decrease the detection accuracy if the connected
contour comprises contours partly from the background and partly from the target object.
Therefore, developing a semantic contour detector can provide a much better condition to
generate distinctive linear contour features, which can be significant for object localisation.




Figure 7.3: An example of object localisation based on shape context feature matching: (a)
is the reference image. (b) is the reference edge map projected into the test image coordinate
according to the pose estimate result. (c) is the test image, (d) is the test edge map, where the
red points are from (b). (e) and (f) are the labelling results shown in the test edge map and
the test image, respectively, where the red points are the labelled edge points of the target
object.
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7.3.4 Develop A Hierarchically Grouped Descriptor Based on
Pure Edge Contours
As discussed previously, to better represent the edge contour structure and reduce the back-
ground disturbance at the object boundaries, a descriptor computed from the pure edge infor-
mation is necessary. A hierarchical structure is still preferred to represent the object contours
better from locally to globally, which is then potentially able to deal with object occlusions.
Generating hierarchical descriptors based on grouping mechanism of local regions has the
potential to make the descriptor more distinctive, as has been demonstrated in computer
vision community. A simple example is shown in Figure 7.4. Therefore, a hierarchical
grouping descriptor extracted using pure edge contour information could provide a powerful
representation for object edge features, though this will be dependent on the capability of
detecting semantic contours.
Figure 7.4: A simple example of edge contour grouping: the grouping of the red, blue, and
green contours can make a more distinctive feature descriptor than any of these contours
considered individually.
7.3.5 Collect A Data Set of Natural Images with Scale Changes
The reference dataset used in this thesis for evaluation is derived from ALOI. The test dataset
is generated by manually compositing the reference images with background images. In
these synthetic images, the target object boundary is affected by artefact edges generated dur-
ing the compositing process, which can affect the edge detection results, and consequently
influence the performance of object localisation. Therefore, a new set of natural images
without artefact edges is preferred to evaluate the object localisation system. Moreover, no
scale issue is considered in this thesis. However, in the real world, objects are composed of
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different structures at different scales. Extending the proposed object localisation system in
multi-scale space would open more practical applications.
7.3.6 Reduce the Feature Dimension
The proposed hexagonally structured hierarchical descriptors (HHDs) are generated by means
of a hierarchically overlapped grouping mechanism, which leads to better robustness, but
longer feature vectors and redundant information. To achieve shorter descriptors for lower
storage requirement and faster matching, the proposed HHDs can employ a dimensionality
reduction method such as PCA, or the bit selection methods introduced in LDB [Yang and
Cheng, 2012]: random bit selection and entropy-based method, which results in the final
feature vectors formed by a set of least correlated values with better feature distinctiveness
and matching efficiency.
7.3.7 Develop A Ternary Descriptor
There are three semantically significant states in an image for derivative measurement: pos-
itive gradient, negative gradient and no gradient. However, binary coding method does not
encode the ”no gradient” state. When there is no significant difference in a local region of an
image, binary coding based on two bit values: 0 and 1, can not distinguish this region from
other regions that have significant difference. Therefore, if there is a threshold T that sets the
level of change perception, then the regions having positive gradient, negative gradient and
no gradient can be respectively encoded with values 1, -1, and 0. Therefore, developing a
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